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Introduction. 
An operator or inductive definition (i.d.) f: P(w) ~ P(w) deter-
mines a transfinite sequence (f; : s E ON) of subsets of w , 
s < ~~ • The closure ordinal jrj of r 
is the least ordinal ~ such that rl+1 = r~ • The set defined 
is r is monotone if r(x) ~ r(Y) wherever 
X c Y c w • For monotone r we have 
F = nlx: r(x) :: xl • 
Monotone inductive definitions have long been used in logic 
and in particular in recursion theory. For example the definitions 
of the terms, formulas and theorems of predicate logic may be 
naturally formulated as monotone inductive definitions. More 
generally Post's production systems give a wide class of monotone 
inductive definitions, for defining sets of strings of symbols in 
a finite alphabet. These lead to a natural characterisation of 
the class of recursively enumerable sets of integers. All these 
inductive definitions have closure ordinal < w • But inductive 
definitions with larger closure ordinals may also be considered, 
and they determine notation systems for ordinals in the following 
way. For each X E rn let lxlr be the least ordinal A such 
that X E r~+1 • Then <Im , I I r> is a notation system for the 
ordinal lrl. Note that because I lr maps rn onto Jrl ' lrJ 
must be a countable ordinal. For example let A be the i.d.: 
it (X) = { 1! U { 2x : x E X l U { 3 • 5 e : tln [ e] ( n ) E X l , 
where [e] is the e'th primitive recursive function, in a stand-
ard recursive enumeration of them. Then (A00, I lA> is a slightly 
modified version of Kleene's system of notations for the recursive 
ordinals. i.e. A00 is a complete set such that 
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the first non-recursive ordinal. Note that A is monotone. 
Certain monotone i.d.'s are basic to Kleene's definition of recur-
sion in higher type objects, [9] • Also monotone i.d.'s are 
extensively investigated in [13]. 
As w1 is a constructive analogue of the first uncoutable 
ordinal, it was natural to try to formulate constructive analogues 
for larger initial ordinals by constructing systems of notations 
for them. This led to the use of non-monotone i.d.'s. (See [14] 
and [15].) An independent development led to the Kripke-Platek 
theory of recursion on admissible ordinals. These ordinals are 
a constructive analogue of the regular ordinals, the first two 
admissible ordinals being w and w1 • 
The main aim of this paper is to formulate constructive analogues 
for large regu1ar ordinals, and to obtain notation systems for 
them using non-monotone inductive definitions. 
Our results will be concerned with classes fi of those i.d. 's 
that are definable in a certain way. Thus we say that the i.d. 
r is ll~ if { (x, X) E w x P(w) : x E r(X) l is definable by a 
TI~ formula in the language of finite types over arithmetic. Simil-
arily we define the classes of ~~ and ~~ i.d.'s. For example 
the i.d.'s involved in Post's production systems are all ~~ 
when coded on w • The operator A , above, is an example of a 
We shall write ll~-mon for the class of monotone 
and 
monotone i.d. 
i.d.'s. Similarily for ~~-mon and ~~-mon. Given a class 
of i.d.'s we will be interested in ~~~ = Sup{lrl: r E eJ 
Ind X ::; mr_'XJ for some r E ~} • Here 
X ::; my means that X is many-one reducible to Y • 
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In many cases I e I can be compared with w ( R) for a 
suitably chosen class~ of relations on w • w(~) is defined 
to be the sup. of the order types of the well-ordering relations 
in~ • Thus it is well-known that w1 = w(~~) = w(~~) • 
We next list some of the earlierresults on the ordinals of 
i.d.'s. 
Proposition. 
C i) In~ I = I }:~I = w ; 
(ii) (Spector [20]) 1n~-monf = 1n~-monl = w1 ; 
(iii) (Gandy, unpublished) Ill~! = w1 ; 
(iv) (Richter, [16]) Ill~[ is a large admissible ordinal; 
e.g. much larger than the first recursively Mahlo ordinal; 
(v) (Putnam, [ 14]) I~~~ = w (~~) ; 
(vi) (Gandy, unpublished) IL~-monl = w(~;) . 
'l!le now summarise our results. rr~ is the least ordinal i.. 
such that ( :r,_ , E) reflects every II~ sentence. cr~ is defined 
using En sentences. For a precise definition see § 1. 
m 
Theorem A .. 
lnol 1~o I o o m = "m+1 = rrm+1 = crm+2 • 
Theorem B. 
and 
In general the characterisations of the closure ordinals of 
i.d.'s must be more complicated. If A is is a relation on ordi-
nals let rr~(A) be the least ordinal l such that 
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(LA.[A] 9 E, A) re.flects every nn sentence. Similarily for m 
cr~(A) • Let TT~(r) = TT~(Ar) 
{ (n, a.) : a. E ON & n E 'f'LJ •· 
Theorem c. For m, n > o 
(1) 
(ii) 
= rrn(r) 
m 
= crn(r) 
m 
where r 
where r 
where Ar = 
Also let crn(r) 
m = cr~(Ar) • 
is complete nn 
m 
is complete En 
• m 
The proofs o.f the above characterisations actually give much 
more information. In each case, as well as characterising I~ I 
we may also characterise Ind ( e ) . In the next result we use 
the notion of a "closed" class ' • Each nn and En is a closed m m 
class for m > 0 and every closed class e has a " -complete" 
element. See § 8 for a definition of this notion. 
Theorem D. 
If e is a closed class 
~ = J e I then 
...... n° r ~ 1 ' is e -complete and 
(i) A is admissible relative to Ar ; 
(ii) ~ is projectible to w relative to Ar ; 
i.e. there is a ~-recursive in Ar injection .f:~ ~ w ; 
(iii) Ind (e) = {X c w : X is ~ - r.e. relative to Arl • 
When {; is "sufficiently absolute" then Ar~~ is ~-recursive, 
so that the relativisation to Ar may be omitted in the statement 
h ; . no ~o n1 t1 of Theorem D. This is t e case when ~ 1s m+1' ~m+2 ' 1 or 1 • 
Results along the lines of theorems C and D have been 
recently obtained, independently, by Moschovakis. Moreover he 
has generalised them to classes of inductive definitions on 
arbitrary abstract structures. 
In the next result we locate the ordinals of inductive de-
finitions in relation to the ordinals of certain wellorderings. 
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Part (i) has been independently obtained by Cenzer (see [5]). 
Theorem E. Let m, n > o • 
(i) If m+n > 2 
(ii) n > IITnl 
lt!.m+11 > jL~I 
m 
Note that m+n > 2 is essential in (i) as ~~~~ ~ IIT~J > w1 
= w (b.~). 1tJhen m+n > 2 Sacks has shown in [ 18] that w (b.~) is 
a stable ordinal, so that lt!.~l is stable. It might be conjec-
tured from this that lt!.~l is at least admissible. But we have: 
Theorem F. ~~~~ is not admissible. 
The diagram in (ii) of theorem E leaves open the order rel-
ationship between several pairs of ordinals of the diagram. 
The next result, obtained independently by Aanderaa in [1] , 
gives us some more information. 
Theorem G. If m, n > o then 
I IT~I :1= I ~~I • 
1rfuen m = n = 1 this result \Oras first proved by showing 
directly that TT ~ ~ cr ~ • But we do not know if TT~ ~ cr~ for 
n+m>2. 
The proof of theorem G is symmetric between ll~ and E~ 
and hence gives no information on the relative magnitudes of the 
two ordinals. 
This is explained by the following result of Aanderaa, which 
we state here for completeness. (See [1]). 
PW( ~ ) denotes that e has the pre-wellordering property. See 
[1] for a precise definition. 
Theorem (Aanderaa). If m, n > o then 
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(i) Pvl(ITn) ~ I llnl < I L:nl , m --/ m m 
(ii) PW(L:nm) => IL:nl < IITnl • m m 
The following summarises what is known about when the pre-
well-ordering property holds. 
Proposition. 
(i) PW(il~) and PW(L:~) , 
(ii) V = L implies PW(L:~) for m > 2, 
(iii) PD implies PW(ll~+1 ) and PW(L:~m+2 ) for m > o. 
Here PD denotes the axian of projective determinacy. 
It follows that jn~l < IE~I and IE~I < Jll~l • 
This should be compared with the following. (See [21] 
for more details.) 
Proposition. 
(i) w(L:~) = w(A~) = w1 and 
~ + + w(ll~) = w1 , where a is the first admissible 
ordinal> a ; 
(ii) w(IT~) = w(A~) and 
w(A~) < w(L:~) < w(A~)+ ; 
(iii) V = L implies w(A 1 ) = w(IT 1 ) < w(t1 ) form> 2. m m m 
These results lead to an improvment of Theorem E ( ii) in 
certain cases. For example we have 
a~ = JL:~I > Jn~t = rr~ > IA~I > w(TI~) > w(t~) = w(A~) , 
JII~I > II:~! ~a~> w(L:~) > w(II~) = w(A~) = IA~I , 
and ITI~I~ rr~ > w(L:~) • 
Whether I I:~ I = cr ~ or 1 IT~ I = TT ~ 
the relationship between TT~ and 
known. 
remains open. Also,· 
IE~I or cr~ is not 
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The paper is divided into two parts. In part I we give 
alternative characterisations of some of the reflecting properties, 
compare them with the reflecting properties for the indescribable 
cardinals, and investigate their relative magnitudes. See § 1 
for a survey of the definitions and results of Part I. This part 
makes no use of inductive definitions and may be read without 
reference to part II. 
In part II we prove the results stated in this introduction. 
Most of this part depends only on § 1 of Part I, so that the 
reader mainly interested in inductive definitions can probably 
omit the other sections of part I on a first reading. 
In § 7 we examine first order inductive definitions. In 
particular we give upper bounds to their ordinals, proving half 
of theorem A. For the other half we need the construction intro-
duced in § B. In this section we formulate the notion of a closed 
class of operators. The construction of the notation systems ~ 
and the associated coding lemma are the key to getting lower 
bounds for the ordinals of inductive definitions, and to proving 
theorem n. The coding lemma is proved in the appendix. The proof 
of theorem A is completed in § 9. Theorems B and C are proved in 
§ 10, while § 11 has proofs of theorems E, F and G. Many of 
the results in this paper were first announced in [ 2] • 
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§ 1. Summary of-definitions and results. 
In this part we shall study some of the classes of ordinals 
that will be used to characterise the ordinals associated with 
inductive definitions. These classes of ordinals will be defined 
in terms of certain "reflecting properties" closely analogous to 
those used in defining the indescriba.ble cardinals of Iianf and 
Scott. (see [ 7 ] and also Levy's [ 11 ] for a detailed discussion). 
In order to bring out this analogy we shall start by considering 
the indescribable cardinals. 
We shall use a perhaps excessively large language ~ within 
which we can conveniently formula.te all our reflection properties. 
ol has the usual propositional connectives~ and has varia.bles 
and quantifiers for a.ll finite types ( va.riables of type 0 range 
over individuals, those of type 1 range over sets of individuals, 
etc ••• ). L also has a name (individual constant) for each set 
and a name (relation symbol) for each relation on sets. (We will 
use the same symbol for the object and its name). In particular 
E will denote the membership relation between sets. The restrici:Ed 
quantifiers ('V X E y) , ( 3.x E y) a.re defined in the usual way. 
Formulae of L may be classified according to their prenex form. 
When doing this we sha.ll follow Levy in ignoring restricted 
qua.ntifiers that do not bound unrestricted quantifiers. A formula 
is Tin(~) if it is logically equivalent to a formula in prenex m m 
form which first has m .alternating blocks of type n universal 
and existential qua.ntifiers starting with a block of universal 
(existential) quantifiers and then has quantifiers of types < n 
a.nd restricted quantifiers. The allowance for restricted quanti-
fiers is of courseonly significant when n = 0 , If a 
formula cp contains no constants then we call it a 
Similarily for ~~ m • 
nn-
m 
n~·- formula. 
I 
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If R 1 , ••• ,Rn, a. 1 , ••• , am 9 are the rela. tion symbols and 
(I 
individual constants occurring in a. sentence c:p of .J::., let 
A F c:p denote tha.t A is a. non-empty set such that a. 1 , ••• , am EA 
and c:p is true in the s true ture (A 9R, f" A, .... ,Rn A, a.1' ••• , am) • 
We can now define the (weak) indescriba.bles. 
1 • 1. Definition. Let X,S_ On and a. E On 
of ..,g then a. reflects cp on X if 
If c:p is a. sentence 
.:::::II:Z:Z=>> < 3 s E x n a.) s r c:p 
(Note that On is the cla.ss of all ordinal and that we identify 
if a. 
a. is indescribable [on X] if a. reflects 
[on X] every sentence of ~ 
Some properties of the indescribable cardinals a.re summarised in 
the following theorems. Proofs of most of these may be found in 
[ 11 J • 
1 .2. Theorem. a. is IT~- indescribable <--e> a. > w is regular. 
Let Rg = {a. > w I a. is regular) The ordina.l a. is Ma.hlo on X 
if for every f:a. ~ a. there is a. S > 0 closed under f such 
tha. t s E x n a 
1.3. Theorem. 
( i) the following are equivalent 
a) a. is n~-indescriba.ble on X 
b) a. is I:~- indescribable on X 
c) a. = sup( X n a.) • 
( ii) the following are equivalent 
a.) a. is no 2 indescribable on X 
--b) a. is n1 indescribable on X 0 
c) a. i.s Mahlo on X 
(iii) 
( iv) 
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a. is n~ indescribable on X < 
1 
I:' 
n+1 indescribable on X. 
If n>O or m>2 (n>O or m>3) 
a. is nn ( ~) indescribable on 
m m 
indescribable on XnRg • 
:::: a. is 
then 
X ~~~•• ex. is 
Hierarchies of classes of la.rge ca.rdinals ha.ve been obta.ined 
by iterating such operators as L and M where for X c:. On: 
-
L(X) = {a.EX 
M(X) = (a.Ex: 
ex. = Sup (Xno:) J 
a. is Mahlo on X} 
Iterations of an operator F are defined by transfinite induction 
on A: 
FA(X) = xnQA F(FIJ(X) 
The elements of LA{Rg) are the (weak) A-hyperinaccessibles, 
while the elements of MA(Rg) are the (weak) A-hyperMahlo .£!:di~. 
Let H1 (X) = {a.Ex: I a. is n~-indescribable on X} and let 
Hn+2(X) = {cx.EX I a. is n~-indescribable on X}. Then by theorem 
1 • 3 . H 1 = L and H 2 = M. 
The relative magnitudes of the ordinals in Hn(Rg) may be 
indicated by using the following diagonalisa.tion of iterations: 
F6(x) = {a.>O I a.EFa.(X) J • 
1.4. Theorem. (Levy) If n>O then 
Hn+ 1(Rg) .=_H~(Rg) , (H~) 6 (Rg) , etc ••• 
Let us now turn to the strongly indescribable cardinals. 
These are defined using reflecting properties of the cumulative 
hiera.rchy of sets. Let R( ex.) = U P(R( S)) 
s<cx. 
(P(x) is the power set of x). 
for all a.EOn 
1. 5. Definition. R( a.) reflects cp on X = On if 
R( a.) 1- cp -... ( .Jsex:ncx.) R < e) I= cp • 
• 
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E,(a.2. reflects !:£! if R (a.) reflects cp on On. 
.!L is strongl;y: n~~L indescribable [on X] if R(a.) reflects 
[on X] every nn ( ~) m m sentence of ~. 
The properties of the notions of definition 1.5 closely 
resemble those of definition 1.1. The strong TI~-indescribables 
coincide with the strongly inaccessible ordinals. For n>O an 
ordinal :Ls strongly indescribable if and only if it is 
strongly inaccessible and is indescribable. So, 
assuming the GCH, the two notions coincide when n>O 
Let La. be the set of constructible sets of order < ~ 
(i.e. La.= U Def(LS) where Def(x) is the set of subsets,of x 
B<a. 
definable in < x, Etx, a> E ) • a x 
1.6. Definition. 
La. j:cp ====+ 
L reflects 
-a_--
cp 
L reflects 
-a: 
< 3s ex: na.) Ls rep 
if La. reflects 
sp on X if 
Q on On . 
If this definition is used a.s in definition 1.5 the resulting 
indescribability notions may easily be seen to coincide with those 
of definition 1.1 • 
In order to obtain the classes of ordinals that we a.re 
interested in we restrict the language ~. Let dE be the sub-
language of ~ obtained by only allowing E as a relation symbol .. 
1.7. Definition. 
a. is Tin ( ~) fl t · [on X J if L,.., reflects ~~~- m _ m re ec 1ng _ ~ [on X] 
every sentence of olE • 
Some properties of this definition are summarised in the 
following theorems, which should be compared with theorems 1.1 
and 1.2. 
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1.8. Theorem. a, is II~- reflecting iff a, is an admissible 
ordinal> w • This result and theorem 1.9 below will be proved 
in § 2 • 
Let Ad = [a.> w I a. is admissible} • a. E Ad is recursively 
Mahlo if for every a.- recursive function f : a. .... a. there is an 
ordinal S > 0 closed under f such that ~ E X n a. • 
1.9. Theorem. 
(i) The following are equivalent 
a) a. is IT~-reflecting on X 
b) a. is ~~-reflecting on X 
c) cr. = Sup(X n a.) 
(ii) a. is TI~-reflecting on X <==> a. is recursively Mahlo 
on X • 
(iii) a. is IT~-reflecting on X <==> a. is ~~+ 1 -reflecting 
on X • 
(iv) If n > 0 or m > 2 (n > 0 or m > 3) then a. is 
IT~(~~) reflecting on X <==> a. is IT~(~~) reflecting on X n Ad. 
As it is often easier to work with ordinals rather than the 
constructible hierarchy the following characterisations will be 
useful. Let LP be the sublanguage of .L that has relation 
symbols only for the primiteve recursive relations on sets (see 
[ 8 J for the properties of this notion). 
1.10. Theorem. a. 
a. reflects [on X] 
is IT~(~~) reflecting [on X] if and only if 
rrn(~) sentence of -~ every m m o(...P • 
The primitive recursive relations in the language dCP are 
needed for reflecting properties on ordinals in order to compen-
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sate for the richness of the E relation for reflecting proper-
ties on the constructible hierarchy. 
Theorem 1.1 0. will be proved in § 3 • 
LA(Ad) is the class of A-recursively inaccessible ordinals, 
while if RM(X) = [a. EX ! a. is recursively Mahlo on X } then 
A ill,~ (Ad) is the class of A-recursively Mahlo ordinals. Let 
Mn (X) = [ct EX I CL is IT~ reflecting on X } • Then M0 = M1 = L 
and M2 = RM • The next result indicates the relative magnitudes 
of the ordinals in Mn(Ad) and should be compared with theorem 1.4. 
1.11. Theorem. If n > 0 then 
This will be proved in § 4 • 
1.12. Definition. Let be the least 11~(~~) reflecting 
ordinal. 
By 1.9. n~ = TI~ = w and TI~ = w1 are the recursive analog-
nes of the first two regular cardinals. v\That can we say about n~? 
By 1.9.and 1.11. n3 is greater than the least recursively Mahlo 
ordinal, the least recursively hyper-Mahlo ordinal etc. In fact 
n~ appears to be greater than any 11 reasonable 11 iteration into the 
transfinite of this diagonalisation process. wnen one thinks of 
a corresponding cardinal in set theory (with 11 recursively Mahlo 11 
now replaced by 11 Mahlo 11 ) the cardinal which comes to mind is the 
least ll~-indescribable cardinal. We shall now try and justify 
the view that 11~-reflection is the recursive analogue of ll~-in­
describability. The same ideas with some additional notational 
complexity provide an analogy between 11~+ 2-reflection and TI~-in-
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describability for all n > 0 ~ but we shall concentrate on the 
case n = 1 . 
The analogy is obtained as follows. A class of cardinals, called 
the 2-regular cardinals, is defined, as well as a recursive ana-
logue of this class whose members are called 2-admissible. We 
then show that a cardinal is 2-regular if and only if it is 
strongly IT~-indescribable, and an ordinal is 2-admissible if 
and only if it is n3-reflecting. 
Certain properties of infinity can be stated in terms of 
fixed points of operations. For example ~ > w and ~ is regu-
lar if and only if: 
(1) for every f: ~ ~ ~ there is some 0 <a<~ 
f"a c a • (We say a is a witness for f.) 
such that 
If we modify (1) by requiring that the witness be regular, we ob-
tain the hyper-Mahlo cardinals~ etc. 
An alternative way of modifying (1) is by using higher type op3r-
ations on x. • 
Let F : ~~ ~ ~~ • F is ~-bounded if for every f : M. ~ ~ 
and s < ~ the value F(f)(s) is determined by less than ~ 
values of f • More precisely, F is ~-bounded if 
Yf~y < ~ Vg[gry = f~y ==> F(f) = F(g)] • 
0 < a < ~ is a witness for F if for every f 
f 11 a. ~a=> F(f)"a. c cr, • 
1.3 Definition. ~ > 0 is 2-regular if every ~-bounded 
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1. 14. Theorem. ~ is 2-regular iff ~ is strongly IT~-inde-
scribable. 
We now look at a recursive analogue of 2-regularity. Rough-
ly speaking the following definition of 2-admissible is obtained 
by replacing in the definition of 2-regular~ "bounded" by "recur-
sive" and the functions by their Gtsdel numbers. In the following 
definttion we write [s}~ : ~ ~ ~ to mean that (s}~ is total 
on ~ • 
1.15. Definition. (i) Let ~ E Ad and s < ~ • [s}~ maps ~­
recursive functions to ~-recursive functions if 
( ii) Suppose (;} 1t maps fi-recursi ve functions to ~-recur­
sive functions. ~ E ~ n Ad is a witnessfor s if s < ~ and 
(s}n maps ~-recursive functions to ~-recursive functions. 
(iii) 1t E Ad is 2-admissible if every s < ~ such that 
[s}~ maps ~-recursive functions to K-recursive functions has 
a witness. 
1.16. Theorem. K is 2-admissible iff 1t is IT~-reflecting. 
Theorems 1. 14 and 1. 16 will be proved in § 5 • 
Certain classes of ordinals, defined in terms of .reflecting 
properties~ also have characterisations in terms of stability 
properties. Let A-< B if A and B are transitive sets 0 }:1 
such that A c B and B != cp => A~cp for every }:0 sentence 1 cp 
of ~,.. that only has constants for elements of A • Kripke has c 
defined the notion of an ordinal ~ being s-stable (see [ 10 ] ) • 
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His definition used his systems of equations for defining recur-
sion on ordinals. For admissible S he gave the following char-
acterisation, which we shall take as a definition: 
1.17. Definition. a. is S-stable if a. < S and La. <. 0 L8 • 
E1 . 
~nen S is not admissible1 this notion may well diverge from 
Kripke's original one. 
1.18. Theorem. 
a. is rr 1-reflecting if and only if a. is a.+1-stable. 
0 
1.19. Theorem. For countable a. 
a. is IT~-reflecting if and only if a. is a.+-stable where 
a.+ is the first admissible ordinal > a. . 
These results will be proved in § 6 • 
Given A c nON all of our definitions and results will rela-
tivise to A As we shall need the relativisations in Part II 
we spell out exactly what this means. 
Definition 1.6. is relativised by using (La.[A]: a. EON) in-
stead of (La.: a. E ON; . Here La.[A] = ~DefA(L8 [A]) where 
:Oef A (x) is the set of subsets of X definable in (x7 E rx,Aix,a)aEx" 
The language ;LE must be replaced by the language ;LE(A) which 
is ~E with an added n-ary relation symbol to denote A. Defini-
tion 1.7. becomes a. is IT~(A)-reflecting [on X] if La.[A] re-
flects [on X] every J~ sentence of ~E(A) • Similarily for 
E~(A)-reflecting. 
Theorems 1.8. and 1.9. relativise in the obvious way. Ad must 
be replaced by Ad(A) = [a.> w ! a. is admissible relative to A r a.). 
The language clp(A) is defined by allowing relation sym-
bols for all relations primitive recursive in A . Most of the 
proofs relativise in a routine way. 
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§ 2. Elementary facts. 
In order to prove our theorems we shall need to assume some 
familiarity with the notions of primitive recursive set function, 
admissible class, admissible ordinal and ordinal recursion on an 
admissible ordinal. We shall use [ 8 ] as our basic reference 
and will usually follow the terminology they use. We shall also 
need to refer to [ 6 ] when we use Jensen's notion of a rudiment-
ary set function. 
The notion of a primitive recursive function with domain M 
has been formulated for various classes M e.g. m w, and 
mv. As shown in [ 8 ] all these notions turn out to be special 
cases of the following: F : M -> V is primitive recursive if 
M is a primitive recursive class and F is the restriction to 
M of a primitive recursive set function. In [ 8 ] a transitive 
prim closed class M is defined to be admissible if M satisfies 
the ~~-collection principle (there called ~~-reflection prin-
ciple) which we shall formulate as follows~ 
For every prenex ~~ formula e of J;E if M ~ vx E ae 
then lYI b 
I 
vx E asb for some bE M, where if 8 is :_;ry1 •.• :.;ryk'f, 
with ~~0 
o' 
then eb is :_;ry 1 Eb .... :_;ryk E b 1. 
vve shall find it more useful to use the characterization in 
[ 6 J. 
2.1. Definition. The transitive class M is admissible if M 
is rud closed and satisfies ~~-collection. 
This definition is relativized by replacing L~-collection 
by ~~(A)-collection, obtained by using .~E(A) instead of oDE' 
and adding the condition that a EM=> Ana EI"l. 
A relation R on a transitive set M is ~0 1 on M if 
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R is defined on M by a ~? formula of ~E. A partial function 
with arguments and values in I>~ is ~? on M if its graph is. 
We shall assume some familiarity with the closure properties of 
these relations and functions on an admissible M, as presented 
for example in [ 8 ]. In particular we shall need the follow-
ing: 
2.2. Proposition. (Definition by ~?-recursion). Let M be an 
admissible set. Let G be a function such that G I M: M >< M -> M 
and G t M is on H. Let 
F(x) = G(x,F /'x). 
Then F / N ~ l\'I -> M and F /' r1 is on l'-1. r·1oreover the r;O 1 
definition of F ~ H depends only on the I:~ definition of G ~ M 
(and not on M). 
Usually we will only be interested in F f N nON .. 
For the notion of an admissible ordinal r1 and a.-recursion 
we shall follow [ 8 ] • An ordinal a is admissible if La is 
admissible. n f: a -> a is a-recursive if it is '\0 
"-'1 
The following lemma will be useful and the proof will illu-
strate some of the techniques of a-recursion. 
2.3. Le~. If a > w is an admissible ordinal and f: a ->a 
is a-recursive then there are arbitrarily large limit ordinals 
< a that are closed under f. 
Proof. Let a> w be admissible and let f: a-> a be a recur-
sive. Define g: a ->a by 
is ~-recursive, x < g(x) 
Given 
g(x) = Nax(x+1, Sup f (y)). 
y<x 
and f(x) ~ g(y) for x ~ y 
Then 
< a. 
< ••• < rt and 
g 
X < y 
n 
Y0 <a let Yn = gn(Y 0 ). Then y0 < Y1 
==> f(x) ~ Yn+ 1 • Let Y =Sup Y • Then 
n<W n 
Y ~a is a limit 
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ordinal such that Y0 < y and Y is closed under f as 
x < y ==> x < Y for some n 
- n 
==> f(x) ~ yn+1 < y • 
So it only remains to show that Y <a. For this we need 2.2. 
Let F(x) = G(x,F f'x) where G(x,y) = g(z) if x is a suc-
cessor ordinal, y is a function such that y(x-1) is defined 
with value z <a ~ and G(x,y) = Y0 otherwise. 
Then it is not hard to see that Yn = F(n) for each nEw, 
and that as G t L : L x L -> L and is l:: 0 on L it follows a a a a. 1 a. 
that F f' a is a.-recursive and hence Y = Sup Yn = Sup F(n) <a.. 
n<W n<W 
Proof of theorem 1.8. 
Let a. be TI~-reflecting. If a < a. then La. ~ .., (a E a). 
Hence there is a 13 < a. such that LS /= -, (a E a); i.e. a < S < a.. 
Hence a. is a limit number. So La. ~ -y x :try(x E y), which implies 
that there is a S < a. such that LS = Vx :try (x E y). Hence a. 
is a limit number > w. Using lemma 6 of [ 6 ] it is not hard 
to show that La. is rud closed for any limit ordinal a.. Hence 
it remains only to show that La. satisfies E~-collection. So 
let La. I= if X E ae where e is a Ef formula of (;£E. Then by 
TI~-reflection there is a 6 < a such that LS J= Vx E ae. Now if 
then L /= Vx E ae b as required. 
a. 
Conversely, let a. > w be admissible, and let ~ be a 
n~ sentence of '~E such that La. F ~· We may assume that ~ 
has the form Vx1 ••• xn :3:y1 ••• ymY where Y is E~. Hence 
La.\= vx1 ••• xn :try8 where e is the E~ formula :3:y1 E y ••• :3:ymE yY. 
For simplicity we shall just consider the case when n = 1. If 
s < a. and then Hence by 0 2:1-collec-
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tion there is a bEL such that L f= Vx1 E a :!Iy E be. But a. a.· 
b c L 
- y for some y < a. so that I= yx1 E a :!ryE Lye. Let f(s) 
be the least such y < ex.. Then f: a. -> a. is ex. -recursive. 
Let So < ex. such that every constant of e occurs in LSo • 
Then by the lemma 2.3 choose a limit ordinal (3 such that 
13o < 13 < a. and 13 is closed under f. Then we must have 
L13 /= yx1 :!rye so that a. reflects the n~ sentence cp. 
In order to prove (iv) of theorem 1.9 we shall need 
2.4. Theorem. There is a n~- sentence cr 0 of ~E such that 
the transitive class M is admissible if and only if M ~ a 0 • 
Proof. By lemma 6 of [ 6 ] there are binary rud functions 
F0 , ••• ,F8 such that the class M is rud closed if and only if 
it is closed under F0 , ••• ,F8 • 
£ E 
By lemma 2 of [ 6 ] there are 
that define the graphs of F. 
l 
for 
l: 0 - formulae 
0 
i < 8. So 
cpi(x,y,z) 
:f\1 is rud 
L no-closed if and only if M F e0 where e0 is the 2 sentence 
/\ V X V y 3: Zcp • ( X , y , Z ) • 
i,:58 ' l 
By lemma 9 of [ 6 ] we may prove: 
of 
2.5. Lemma. There is a o-l: 1 formula Sat(x,y) of (;£; E such that 
if e(x) is a l:o 1 formula of £E with X as only free variable 
and a = re(x)l then for all rud closed 11' if the constants of 
e(x) are in J.VI then aEN and 
M ~ Vx(e(x) <-> Sat(a,x)). 
. ' 
Using this lemma we see that the transitive rud closed 
class M is admissible if and only if M I= e1 where e1 is the 
n~- sentence -.vu vv[VxE u Sat(v,x) -> :B:z vx E u Sat(v,x) z]. The 
theorem now follows if we let be 
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Proof of theorem 1.9. 
(i) b) ==> a) is trivial. 
c)==> b). Let a:= Sup(Xna.) and let ~ be a 
sentence such that La: t= ~· If a, ' .•. 'an are the individual 
constants occurring in ~ then a 1 , ••• , an E La: so that there 
is a 
Ls t= ~ 
hence 
13 < a.. 
as ~ 
13 < Y. 
13 E xna: such that a 1 , ••• ,an c Ls and hence '-
is 0 So 
' 
as ~ n, • a: is no 1 reflecting on X and 
Eo 
2 reflecting on X, by (iv) 
a) 
Let ~ 
is no 
0 
Hence 
=> c). Let a: be no 0 reflecting on X and let 
be the sentence I(SEs). Then La: I=~' so that 
there is a Y E X n a: such that Ly f= ~ and hence 
a.= Sup(Xna). 
(ii) ==>· Let a. be n~-reflecting on X. Then a: is 
I-io 2 -reflecting and hence by theorem 1.8 a E Ad. Now let f: a. -> a. 
be a-recursive. Let S(x,y) be a "' 0 formula f ,p· £..1 ° dJ E that 
defines the graph of f on L • Then 
a: 
La. ~Vx3:y(6(x,y) v {iOn(x) Ay = 0)). Hence there is a f3EXna: 
such that L13 ~ Vx :H:y(a(x,y) v (,On(x) 1\ y = 0)). Hence 13 > 0 is 
closed under f. So a. is recursively Mahlo on X. 
(ii) <-- Let a be recursively Mahlo on X and let ~ 
be a TI~ sentence of ~E such that La:~~. As in the proof of 
theorem 1 • 8 we will suppose that ~ has the form _if x1 3: y8 where 
8 is E0 and define the a.-recursive function f ~ a: -> a., and 
0 
the ordinal 13 0 <a. Now let g(x) = Max(l3 0 ,x+1,f(x)). Then 
g: a. -> a. is a-recursive so that there is a 13 EX n a such that 
S > 0 is closed under g. From the definition of g it follows 
that 13 > 13 0 is a limit ordinal and is closed under f so that 
L~ ~ vx1 _3:y8. Thus a reflects ~ as required. 
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(iii) <~ is trivial. So for the converse let a be 
TI~ reflecting on X and let ~ be ~~+ 1 such that La F ~. 
~ has the form _gx1··· axne(x1, •.• ,xn) where 8(x1, ••• ,xn) is 
II~. So there are a 1 , ••• ,anELa such that La f= S(a1 , ••• ,an). 
Hence there is a 13EXna such that LS J= e(a1' ••• ,an). But 
then Ll3 I= -~x 1 .•. a xne(x1 ••• xn).. So a. 
(iv) <= is trivial as XnAd~X. 
is 0 ~n+ 1 reflecting on X. 
For the converse we 
no-use the 3 sentence a0 given by theorem 2.4. Let e0 be 
a ~~- sentence expressing the existence of an infinite set. 
Then a. E Ad <=> La. f= a0 1\ e0 , and a 0 1\ e0 is a n~- sentence of 
~ Now let a. be rrn(~n) reflecting on X and let M be a vvE" m m "1"' 
TI~(~~)sentence of J)E such that La. f ~· Then because of the 
restrictions on n and m ~ 1\ a 0 1\ e0 is a sentence 
of <7£ E such that La. j= ~ 1\ a0 1\ c0 • Hence there is a f3 E X na. 
such that L I= cp 1\ a 1\ e • Hence f3 E Ad so that a reflects ~ s 0 0 
on X n Ad showing that a. is reflecting on X n Ad. 
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§ 3. Ordinal theoretic characterisations. 
Let us call ex. Tin ( z::I1) lc- reflecting [on X] if ex. re-m m 
fleets [on X] every rrn("s"'n) II . ' 
--m -m sentence of :tp . Our proof of 
theorem 1.10 will be a little indirect~ in that we first prove 
theorems 1.8* and 1.9* 9 obtained from theorems 1.8 and 1.9 by 
replacing 'reflecting' everywhere by '-~<--reflecting' • But first 
we need the following lemma. 
3.1. Lemma. There is a bijective primitive recursive function 
N ~ ON ~ L such that if (Vx < 0',)2x <ex. then L = N"cx. • 
a. 
Proof. In lemma 3.2. of [ 8 ] a primitive recursive bijection 
N ~ON~ L is obtained from Godel's primitive recursive surjection 
F ~ ON - L by successively removing repetitions in the values of 
:B' • Examining their definition of N it is not hard to see that 
N11 a. = F'' a. for all limit ordinals a. • If (Vx <a.) 2x <a. then 
either a. = 0 9 n = w or a has the form a = e8 • Clearly 
Lo = ¢ = N"O . If a = w or a = es then in [ 12 J it is shown 
that L = F"a. and hence it follows that L = N"a. as ct is a ct ct 
limit ordinal. 
This result relativises to give a bijection NA: ON- L[A] 
vrhich is primitive recursive in A ~ such that La[A] = NA 0 ct if 
X . (Vx<cx.)2 <a. 
3.2. Lemma. If Ct is -,0 "'~-reflecting then !12 
(i) Ct is a limit ordinal > w • 
(ii) a,b < a => a+b <a 
(iii) b < a. => 2b < a 
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Proof. First note that the graphs of primitive recursive func-
tions are primitive recursive relations and hence are allowed in 
the language 
(i) If a < a then a ~ 3:x(x=a) so that !3 I= -~x(x=a) 
for some ~ <a and hence a < ~ <a • thus a is a limit num-
ber. So a !- 'Vx 3:y(x <y) By reflection there is a limit ordi-
nal < (l 0 i.e. a, is a limit ordinal > w 
' 
.) . 
(ii) Given a < CL 
b < a. If b = 0 this 
a+x < a. then, as a is 
So by reflection 1fx < b 
a+b = sup a+x+1 < g < a . 
X <b -
(iii) We prove that 
b = 0 then 2b = 1 < w < 
then by (ii) Vx < b 2x+1 
we prove that a+b < a. by induction on 
is trivial. If 0 < b < a. and 'Vx < b 
a limit ordinal 9 a. != \fx 3:y r'x < b _, a+ X+ 1 = y]. 
a+x+1 < S for some B < a . Hence 
2b < a by induction on b < a • If 
a • If 0 < b < a and 1fx < b 2x < n 
= 2x+2x < cL • Hence ni=Vx3:y[x<b _,r+1=y]. 
So by reflection Vx < b 2X+ 1 < ~ for some ~ < a . Hence 
2b = sup 2X+ 1 ~ ~ < n • 
X <b 
3.3 Theorem 1.8* 
a. is IT~ *-reflecting <==> a E Ad . 
Proof. Let r1 be n~ '~-reflecting. Then by ( i) of lemma 3. 2. 
a > eJ and a is a limit ordinal so that as we have already ob-
served La is rud closed. Hence it suffices to show that La. 
satisfies 
'±'(x 9 y, z ) 
r~-collection. 
is ~0-L.•o 
So let L f= VxE a:!Iy '±'(x,y,b) where 
a 
(We can assume without loss that 
there is only one existential quantifier ay and only one con-
stant b • ) We must find c E L 
a. 
such that 
(*) 
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L J= Vx E a :!Iy E c '±' (X, y, b) • 
a. 
Let R c 3 ON be the primitive recursive relation given by 
R ( et , S , y ) <= > I= '±' ( N ( et ) , N ( 8 ) , N ( y ) ) 
Let a= N(et ) , b = N(S ) • 0 0 By the previous lemmas Let = N11 et 
so that 
et I= lfx(RE(x,et ) ... :iryR(x,y,S )) A Vx :!Iy (2x= y) 0 0 
where RE(et,S) <==> N(et) EN($) • 
Hence, as et is n~ *-reflecting, there is a S < et such that 
G != lfx(RE(x,a.0 ) ... eyR(x,y,S 0 )) AYx !t[y(2x=y) As Vx < S(2x<B) 
LS = N11 S so that 
L!3 J= lfx E a 3:y '±'(x,y, b) 
(*) follows if we let c = 1 8 ELet • 
3.4. Theorem 1.9 *. 
Proof. This follows the same pattern as the proof of theorem 1.9 
and so will be omitted. In the proof of (iv) we need the next 
lemma~ which replaces theorem 2,4. 
3.5 Lemma. There is a II0 - sentence 3 
is admissible if and only if a. l= o 1 • 
of ~ such that et 
Proof. Let us assume that the o-rr3 sentence (J 0 of 
..,P 
o(,.IE given 
in theorem 2.4. is in Prenex form with "o- t . "-• rna r~x 
0 '±'(x1' •. • ,xk) • 
Now let R(et 1 , ••• ,etk) <==> l= '±'(N(et1 ), ••• ,N(etk)) for a.1 , ••. ,~EON. 
Then R is a primitive recursive relation. Let 90 be obtained 
from o0 by replacing '±'(x1 , ••• ,xk) by R(x1 , ••• ,xk) • Then if 
La. = N11 a. 
Ct I= A <=> L I= CY 0 CL 0 
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Hence by lemma 3.1. we can let a 1 be 
We can now turn to the proof of theorem 1.10. (i) - (iii) 
of theorems 1.9 and 1.9* yield the theorem in the cases n° (m< 2) 
m -
and 2.':~ (m,:::3). By theorems 1.8 and 1.8-l:- and (iv) of theorems 
1.9 and 1.9* the remaining cases need only be proved when a E Ad 
and X~ Ad • With these restrictions the remaining cases will 
follovr from: 
3.6. Lemma. Let n+m > 0 
(i) For each rrn 
m 
sentence 9 of LP there is a nn m sen-
tence eE of LE such that for admissible a 
a I= e 
(ii) For each rrn sentence e of ;tc there is a rrn m 
'- m 
sentence eP of !;t p such that for admissible a 
L I= 8 <=> a, ,_ e·P . a l-
Using this lemma let us conclude the proof of theorem 1 • 1 0. 
Let n > 0 or m > 2 and let ('(. be rrn m reflecting on X . Let 
8 be a rrn sentence of :;tp such that a ,_ 0 Then eE is m 1- > 
a rrn sentence of 
m $E such that L != eE a i as a is admissible. 
Hence there is a 6 E X n a. such that Ls '= eE . I As X c Ad 
s is admissible so that s I 9 Hence L reflects e I= I a 
Similarly if (n > 0 or m > 3 ) and a is Ln m reflecting on 
X and e is a Ln m sentence of :tp then -, 0, is a rrn m senteme 
of ~p so that -, (-, 9 ) E is a rn m sentence of ~E and the ar-
gument is as above. The proof of the converse implications is ex-
actly similar using (ii) of the lemma instead of ( i). 
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Proof of lemma 3.6. 
(i) By the stability theorem 2.5 of [ 8 ] we may easily 
associate with each primitive recursive relation R a o-r1 for-
mula epR ( x 1 ~ • • . ' xn ) of ~E such that for admissible a. and 
a.1~ ••• ,a.n <a. 
R(a.1~···,a.n) <=> L != r.pR(N(a.1)' •• • ,N(a.n)) . a. 
Now let 9 be a sentence of ~p • If 9 contains individual 
constants for sets that are not ordinals, then a. 1- 9 can never 
hold, so let 8E be (1 E 0) • Otherwise define 9* as follows. 
First replace each constant for an ordinal S by a constant for 
N(8) • Then replace each occurrence of a relation symbol R(s 1 , •• 
•• ,sn) in 9 by ~R(s 1 , ••• ,sn) • Then for admissible a. it is 
clear that 
a. '= e I <=> 
Now if e is En m and n > 0 then 9-x- is also Tin m and so we 
can let r-l be E e* . 
If 8 is ITO 
m 
(m > 0) then we have to be more careful. We 
may assume that A is in prenex form. So it has the form of an 
alternating sequence of m blocks of universal and existential 
type 0 quantifiersfollowed by a rr~ formula ¥(x1, ••• ,xk) • 
Now ¥(x1 , ••• ,xk) is built up from primitive recursive relations 
and ordinals using the boolean operations and restricted quanti-
fiers. Hence there is a primitive recursive relation R and or-
dinals s1 , ••• ,s1 such that for all a. 
a. I= ¥ ( a.1 ' • •• ' a.k) <=> a. I= R ( S 1 ~ •• • ' $1 ' a. 1 ' • • • ' a.k) 
Novr define e E as follows~ If m is even_, replace '¥ (x1 , ••• ,xk) 
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in 9 by ~R(N(S 1 ), ••• ,N(S1 ),x1, ••• ,xk) and if m is odd, re-
place 'f(x1 , ••. ,xk) in 9 by -,~ .. 1R(N(S 1), ••• ,N(S1 ),x1 , ••• ,xk) 
Then 9E is IT~ and has the desired properties. 
( ii) Let e be a sentence of ;LE , If 9 contains con-
stants for non-constructible sets, then La I= 9 
we can let ep be (0 = 1) • Otherwise define 
never holds so 
8 as follows, 
0 
First replace each individual constant for the set a by the con-
stant for ordinal n such that N(a) = a • Then replace each 
occurrence of s E t in 9 by RE(s,t) , where RE(n,S) <==> 
N(a) E N(~) • (When proving the relativised version of 3.6 there 
may be occurrences of an atomic formula A(s 1 , ••• ,sn) • These 
RA is the relation must be replaced by RA(s 1 , ••• ,sn) 
primitive recursive in A such that 
•• ,NA(a.n)).) 
Clearly for admissible ordinals n 
La != e <=> a 1-,- eo 
Now if e is nn m with n > 0 
hence we can let be If 
where 
then 
e is 
eo is also 
TI 0 with 
m 
Tin and 
m 
m > 0 
then we must again be more careful. We can assume that e is in 
prenex form with a sequence of quantifiers followed by a TI~ for-
mula '1'(x1 , ••• ,xk) • Now 'f determines a primitive recursive 
relation R and ordinals s1 , ••• ,s1 such that for all n 
Now define ep by replacing '1'(x1'''''xk) in e by 
R ( S 1 , ••• , ~ 1 , x 1 , ••• , xk) 
satisfying the lemma. 
Then is a TI 0 sentenct of m 
We conclude this section with a characterisation of admissible 
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ordinals that will be useful in the appendix. We state it in 
relativised form. 
3.7. Theorem. Let A be a relation on ordinals •. The ordinal S 
is admissible relative to if and only if for all 
and all R c 3on that is primitive recursive in A if 
Vx < G ~y < 8 R(cr..,x,y) 
then there is a. < A < S such that 
a. < (3 
Proof. Note that this characterisation uses a restricted form 
of IT~ 7~-reflection. Hence it is only necessary to observe that 
this special form is sufficient for the proofs of 3.2. and 3.3. 
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§ 4. The relative sizes of the first order reflecting ordinals. 
In this section we shall need some more results about ordinal 
recursion on an admissible ordinal. If f is a partial function 
on the admissible ordinal a. then f is a.- partial recursive 
if the graph of f is definable on La. by a ~~ formula of olE. 
As in theorem 4. 4 of [ 8 ] we may prove: 
4.1. Normal Form theorem. For each n > 0 there is a primitive 
recursive relation Tn and there is a primitive recursive function 
U such that if a. is admissible and f is an n-ary n-partial 
recursive function then there is an e < a. such that for 
a.1, ••. ,et.n <a. 
Moreover e depends only on a r:~ formula of LE that defines 
the graph of f on La. • If this formula contains no constants 
then e < w • e is called an a.- index of f 
Note the uniformity in this theorem. For example it follows 
that if F :nON ~ ON is primitive recursive then there is an 
e < w such that F I a. is a.-recursive with a.-index e for all 
admissible ordinals a. • 
Let us write {e}a.(a.p•••,a.n) for U(!Ja,Y Tn(e,a.1 , ••. ,a.n,y)). 
It will be useful to allow n = 0 • 
The next result is a uniform generalisation of Kleene's 
S- m- n theorem. 
4.2. Theorem. For each m > 0 there is a primitive recursive 
function Sm such that for all admissible ordinals a. if 
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{ sm ( e' a1 ' • • • 'am) \'X. ( a.1 ' • • • 'On) • 
This theorem may be proved roughly as follows: If f is an 
m+n- ary a.-partial recursive function whose graph is defined by 
the l:~ formula 
a1 ••• an <a. Aa.1 ••• a.nf(a1 , ••• ,am,a.1 , ••• ,a.n) is also a.-partial 
recursive, with graph defined by the l:~ formula 9(a1 , ••• ,am, 
x 1, ••• ,xn) on La. Now Sm is chosen so that if e is the 
index of f determined by 9(x1, ••• ,xm+n) then Sm(e,a1, .•• ,am) 
is the index of Aa.1,.,.,a.nf(a1 ••• am,a.1 ••• a.n) determined by 
9(a1, ••• ,am),x1, ••• ,xn) • We leave a detailed definition of Sm 
as a primitive recursive function independent of a. to the ima-
gination of the reader. 
0 0 We now use theorem 4.1. to define universal nm+ 1 and l:m+1 
formulae of dCP • For each n > 0 let r:1(x0 , ••• ,xn) be 
3:y"Tn(x0 , ••• ,xn,y) and let r:m+ 1 (x0 , ••• ,xn) be :!Iyilm(x0 , ••• ,xn,y) 
for m > 0, where rrm(x0 , ••• ,xk) is !Em(x0 , ••• ,xk) • Clearly 
l:m(x0 , ••• ,xn) is a E~ formula of ~P and nm(x0 , ••• ,xn) is 
a n~ formula of ~ for each m > 0 n > 0 • 
Let us call two formulae of .ip 91 (x1, ••• ,xn), 92 (x1 , .•• , xn) 
equivalent on a. if for all a 1, ••• , an < a.. 
4.3. Lemma. 
mula of ;l,P 
Let m > 0 , is a 
then there is an e < w such that ~(x 1 , ••• ,xn) 
and l:m(e,x1 , ••• ,xn)(ilm(e,x1, ••• ,xn)) are equivalent on every 
admissible ordinal. 
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Proof. This is by induction on m ~ Note that the no case m 
follows from the ~0 case by 
m 
taking negations. If m = 1 and 
cp ( x 1 ' • • • ' xn ) is a 'E~- formula of ,;tp 
' 
then, using the stabi-
lity theorem 2.5 of [ 8 ] ' we may find a ~o-1 formula cp(x1 ' • • 
•• ,xn,xn+1) of 
..., 
such that for admissible a. and a.1 , • • • , a.n , o(..E 
$ < a. 
But cp(x1 , ••• ,xn+1 ) defines the graph of an a.-partial recursive 
function on each admissible ordinal with index e < w independent 
of a.. Hence if a. is admissible and a.1, ••• ,a.n <a. then 
a.!= 9(a.1 P •• ,a.n) <=> La.!= cp(a.p•••,a.n,S) for some B 
<==> {e}a.(a.1, ••• ,a.n) is defined 
<=> a.~ S:yTn(e,a.1, ••• ,a.n,y) 
Hence 9(x1 , ••• ,xn) is equivalent to ~ 1 (e,x 1 , ••• ,xn) on admis-
sibles. 
Now suppose that the result has been proved for m > 0 and 
let m(x x ) be ~0 Then we may assume that it has the 
't' 1 ' • • • ' n m+ 1 • 
form ay 1 ••• ayk9(y1 , ••• ,yk,x1 , ••• ,xn) for some TI~ formula 
S ( y 1 ' • • • ' y k ' X 1 ' • • • ' Xn ) • 
Now let G be the graph of a primitive recursive function 
mapping k-tuples of ordinals one-one onto the ordinals. Then 
cp(x1 , ••• ,xn) is equivalent on every admissible to 3:y9' (x1, ... ,xn,y) 
where e•(x1, ••• ,xn,y) is the n~ formula 
By induction hypothesis there is an e < w such that 9'(x1 ~·~n,y) 
is equivalent to Ilm(e,x1 , ••• ,xn,y) on every admissible. Hence 
~(x 1 , ••• ,xn) is equivalent to ~m(e,x 1 , ••• ,xn) on every admissible. 
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4.4. Corollary. If X c Ad then for n > 0 
a. E Mn(X) <=>a. EX & ·lfa<a.[a.!=I1n(a)=>(3:S EXfla.)$~fln(a)]. 
Proof. By ~heorem 1.10 
for every TI 0 sentence 
n 
a. E Mn(X) if and only if a. E X and 
~:p of LP ~ od= cp => ( as E x n a.) B != cp • 
By lemma 4.3. and theorem 4.2. cp is a TI~ sentence of o{p if 
and only if there is an ordinal a such that cp is eq_uivalent 
to Tin(a) on every admissible. The corollary now follows when 
X c Ad • 
Below we shall be conserned with operators F on classes of 
ordinals that have the following properties. 
4.5. (i) F(X) ~ L(X) 
(ii) X c Y ==> F(X) ~ F(Y) 
(iii) A < a. E F (X) = > a. E F (X n ( A , a. ] ) 
where (A, a.] = [ S I A < S _:: a.} • 
It follows from (iii) that for all A 
F(X) ~F(Xn(A,co])U(A.+1) 
where (A ,co] = ( 8 I ), < 3} • 
Examples of such F are L, M, Hn, RM, Mn . Moreover, if 
F has these properties, then so does F;~. for A. > 0 and also 
F6 • 
4.6. Definition. If F satisfies (i)-(iii) above and n > 0 , 
then F is TI~ -preserving if there is a primitive recursive 
function f: ON .... ON such that if X= [a. EAd I a.l=11n(a)} then 
a) F(X) = (a. E Ad I et ~Tin (f(a))} 
and b) Mn(Ad) ~XU !.J. => :Mn(Ad) ~ F(X) U !.J. EON for all 1..1 EON. 
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4.7. Lemma. For n > 0 , Mn is II~ preserving. 
Proof. If X= {a EAd I a.!= IIn(a)} then by 4.4. a E Mn(X) if 
and only if a. E Ad & a != [ Tin+ .1 ( a) & \fx:try ( Tin ( x) _, R ( a, x, y} ) ] 
where R is the primitive recursive relation such that 
R (a, b , s) <= > 8 ~ nn (b) & s E Ad & p != rrn + 1 (a) 
So by 4. 3. Mn(X) = [a. E Ad I ap rrn+1 (e,a)} for some e < w • 
Now if f = AX s1 (e,x) then f is primitive recursive and 
Mn (X ) = (a. E Ad I a. l= Iln + 1 ( f ( a) ) • 
Now let Mn+ 1 (Ad) c XU \..l and let a E Mn+1 (Ad) • We must 
show that a. E Mn(X) U j..l. • If a. < j..l. ~ then we are done. Otherwise 
a E X so that a. E Ad and a. != Tin+ 1 ( a ) 
Then a I= nn(b) /\ rrn+ 1 (a) As 
Now suppose that 
a. is 0 II re-
n+1 
fleeting on Ad there is a p E Ad n a. such that !3 I= rrn(p) 1\ rr.n+1(a). 
Hence S E X n a. and S [= ITn (b) • Thus we have shown that 
a E Mn(X) • 
4. 8. Lemma. If F is IT~- preserving, then so is F6 • 
Proof. Let F be n°- preserving and let f be a primitive 
n 
recursive function such that F( (a. E Ad I a.~ IIn(a)}) = {a. EAd Ia !=IIn(f(a))}. 
Our first aim is to find a primitive recursive function g such 
that for admissible a and a,c E ON 
( 1 ) a != nn ( g ( a , c ) ) ¢:=::> c < a & ( Vb < c ) a l= rrn ( f ( g ( a , b ) ) ) & a.!= rrn ( a) 
So let 8(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ) be the formula 
IIn(x2 ) /\ VyVuVv(y<x3 l\T2 (x1 ,x2 ,y,u) 1\ R(u,v) _, Tin(v)) 
where R = ((u,v)! f(U(u)) =V} is primitive recursive. Clearly 
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this is rr~- so that e(x1,x2,x3) is equivalent on admissibles 
to rrn(e0 ,x1 ,x2,x3) for some e0 < w • By a uniform version of 
the second recursion theorem on admissible ordinals there is an 
e < w such that [e}cr.(a,x) ~ s 3(e 0 ,e,a,x) for a,x <a and 
admissible a • Now let g = Aa,xs 3(e 0 ,e,a,x) • Then on admis-
sibles rrn(g(a,c)) is 
valent to e(e,a,c) . 
cr. ~ I1n(g(a,c)) 
<=> c<cr. & a !=n (a) n & 
equivalent to rrn(e 0 ,a,c) which is equi-
Hence for admissible a 
(~b<c)(Vu,v<a)(T2 (e,a,b,u) & f(U(u)) = v 
=> cr. I= nn ( v) ) 
<=> c <cr. & al=rrn(a) & (Vb<c)a !=nn(f(g(a,b))) • 
so that (1) is proved. 
Let F ( S) (X) = [a > 13 ! a. E F S (X) J • 
Our next aim is to show that for all $ E ON 
( 2 ) F ( S ) ( [a E Ad ) a. ~ nn ( a) } = [a E Ad ! a. != rrn ( g (a, s ) ) ] . 
This will be proved by induction on ~ .. Let X = [a. E Ad Ia. I= rrn(a)}. 
By induction hypothesis, for b < $ < a 
a. E F(Fb (X)) 
Hence by ( 1 ) 
a. E F(~)(X) 
<=> 
<=> 
<=> 
<=> 
<=> 
<=> 
<=> 
a E F(F(b)(X)) by 4.5. (iii) 
a. E Ad & a !- Tin ( f ( g ( a , b ) ) ) 
a. E X 
S <a & 
:3 <a & 
S <a & 
8 <a. & 
& a f= rrn ( f ( g ( a , b ) ) ) • 
a. E Ff3 (X) 
(Vb < S )a. E F(F8 (X)) 
cr. E X & ( Vb < S ) a I= Tin ( f ( g ( a , b ) ) ) 
a. E Ad & a.!= Tin ( a) & 
( lfb < s ) a I= rrn ( f ( g ( a, b ) ) ) 
<=> a. EAd & a.!=Tin(g(a,S)) • 
So that (2) is proved. 
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Now we shall find a primitive recursive function f' such that 
Let X = [a. E Ad I a. ~ 11 (a) } • 
n 
The formula YxVy[g(z,x) =Y -+11n(y)] 
is a 11~- formula so that there is an e 1 < w such that for ad-
missible a. and a E ON 
a. l= 11n ( e 1 , a) <=> a. I= lfxVy[g(a,x) = y ... 11n (y) J 
<=> ( Vb < a. ) a. ~ Tin ( g ( a , b ) ) 
<=> (ifb <a.)a. E p(b) (X) by (2) 
<=> (Vb < a.)a. E Fb(X) 
<=> a. E F~(X) 
But F 6 (X) 5:: X ~ Ad so that F~ (X) = [a. E Ad l a. I= 11n (f' (a)) where 
f' = AXS 1 (e 1 ,x) • So (3) is proved. 
It now remains to show that if X = [a. E Ad ! a. I= iln (a) } and 
M (Ad) cXU~..L then M (Ad) cF~(X)U~..L. So let X,!-l satisfy 
n - n -
the above assumptions. We first show that for all :3 E ON : 
(4) M (Ad) c F 8 (X) U Max ( !-l, f3 + 1 ) 
n -
This will be proved by induction on 8 • By induction hypo-
thesis, if b < S , then 
Mn (Ad) ::: F b (X) IJ Max ( 1-L, b+ 1 ) 
::: F(b) (X) U Max(!-L, b+1) 
But as F is 11~-preserving, by (2) 9 if b < S , then 
Mn(Ad)::: F(F(b)(X)) UMax(!-L,b+1) 
::: F(Fb(X)) UlYia:x:(!-L,B+1) by 4.5. (iii) • 
Hence 
c ( X n n F ( F b (X ) ) ) U Max ( 1-L , $ + 1 ) 
- b<9 
::; F 8 (X) U Max(!-L, S+ 1) • 
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Hence (4) is proved and now if ~ E Mn(Ad) then if ~ < ~ we 
are done. Otherwise, by (4) a. EnFs(x) so that a. E F6 (x) u~. 
s<~ 
Thus M (Ad ) c F 6 (X) U ~ • 
n -
We can now prove theorem 1.11. 
If F iw II~+ 1 -preserving, then Mn+1 (Ad). ~ F(Ad) as 
Ad = (~ I ~~Tin ( e 0 )} for some e 0 < ru • Hence theorem 1. 11. 
follows from the previous two lemmas. 
4.9. Remark. If Y is a promitive recursive class of ordinals 
such that Y cAd and Ad is replaced by Y in definition 4.6., 
then the proofs of the previous two lemmas still hold so that we 
get that for n > 0 : 
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§ 5. Reflecting ordinals and indescribable cardinals. 
In this section we will prove theorems 1.14 and 1.16. 
5.1 Lemma. If k is 2-regular then k>w and k is regular. 
Proof. Let k be 2-regular. It suffices to show that every 
g:k ~ k has a witness. For a given g , let F: kk ~ kk be 
defined by F(f)(~) = g(f(O)) for all f: k ~ k and all ~~k. 
F is clearly k-bounded. Let ~ be a witness for F • We 
show ~ is a witness for g • Let ~<k and f: k ~ k such 
that f(~) = ~ for all ~<k. Then f"~ c ~ and hence 
F(f) ~~~ ~ ~ • Thus 
g(~) = g(f(O) = F(f)(O) < ~ • 
Hence g"~ ~ ~ • 
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.14: k is 2-regular iff k is 
strongly TI~ - indescribable. 
We show 
(b) k is strongly inaccessible 
(a) k 2-regular ~ & 
(c) k is n1· 1 - indescribable 
(d) k is strongly n1 1 - indescr·.J..bable 
(a) • 
We first show (a) ~ (b) • Let k be 2-regular. Since 
k is .I:"egular it remains to show A. < k ~ 2).. < k • Suppose 
not. Let )~. < k and 2).. > k • Let r map )..2 onto k • 
Define F: ~ ~ kk by 
F(f) (~) 
r 
= ~ r(f)A.) if f 11 A. c 
L 0 otherwise, 
2 t 
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for ~ < k • F is k-bounded since F(f)(s) is determined 
by values of f on 4 < k • Let a be a witness for F • 
It is clear that a > 2 • Let g: A ~ 2 such that r(g) > a 
and let f: k ~ k so that f~l = g and f(s) = o for 
g ~ A. • Then f 11a c 2 c a • Since a is a witness for F , 
F(f)(O) < a • But 
F(f)(O) = r(fjl) = r(g) >a 
which is a contradiction. 
To show (a) ~ (c) let cp be a II~ sentence of L 
such that k ~ ~ • We must find an O<a<k such that a ~ ~ • 
Let P be one of the standard bijective mappings of On x On 
onto On. and K, L be the associated pairing functions (cf. 
Levy [ 11 J) •. We first switch from set quantifiers to 
quantifiers of binary relations which are characterictic 
functions, and then switch to the language with rmary func-
tion quantifiers instead of set quantifiers. 
language with the aid of P, K, L we can put 
In this 
rr 1 formu-1 
las in a normal form ( cf. Rogers [ 17 ] , where this is done 
for formulas of second-order arithmetic).. Thus there is a 
quantifier-free formula Q such that k F Vf]~Q(f,~) and 
for every a < k which is closed rmder P , 
Furthermore, Q can be chosen so that in Q there is no 
nesting of f(i.e. no terms of the form f(f( ••• )) ) • For 
a given f and ~ the truth or falsity of Q(f,~) is deter-
mined by the values of f for finitely many arguments and the 
answers to finitely many questions about membership in the 
relations appearing in Q • Since there is no nesting of f 
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the finite set of arguments of f needed depends only on ~ 
and the relations in Q but not on f itself. Thus, 
where 
Hence, since k is regular, 
where 
Let h(~) =least~ .C(~,~). Then h: k ~ k and for all 
f, g: k ~ k , 
(2) f~h(!3) = gjh(!3)::} [v~ ~ ~. Q(f,~)<::>Q{g,~)]. 
Let G: kk ~ k so that 
(3) G(f) = least a [P"axa ~ cr &.3s < cr • Q(f,EE;) & h(~) ~ cr], 
and let F: kk ~ kk so that F(f)(!3) = G(f) for all !3 < k • 
F is k-bounded since 
least g. Q(f,s) =least s. Q(g,s) => F(f) = F(g). 
Let a be a witness for F and let f: a ~ a • We show 
3~ <a. Q(f,~) • Let g: k ~ k so that gja = f • Then 
g"a::, a and F{g) 11a::, a since a. is a witness. Let · 
6 =least g. Q(g,~). Then o, h(o):::; G(g) < F{g)(O) <a. 
by definition of G • 
Tltl s from (2) , 
and hence least s • Q(f, ~) = 6 < a • Thus a. F= Vf3~ Q(f .~) 
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and since a is closed under P (by (3)) , a F ~ . 
[ 11 
A proof that 
J p. 217 • 
(b)&(c) ~ (d) appears in Levy 
It remains to show (d) => (a) • Let k 
be strongly ll~ - indescribable and F: kk ~ kk be k-bounded. 
We show that F has a witness. Let 
X = {< fh ,s ,f) >: fE kk & IS ,T),y < k & 'VgE kk[gjy=f~y 
=> F(g){s) = 11Jl 
Then X ~ R(k) • Note that <f~y, I; ,11 > EX => F(f)(t;) = 'Tl • 
Since F is k-bounded, 
• 
Since k is strongly TI~ - indescribable there is an a < k 
such that 
R(a) I= v:rvg3y;n[< fjy,s,'ll > E X] • 
i.e. O<a<k and 
(4) VfE aa. Vt; < a.3y,Tl <a[< fry,g,Tj >EX nR(a.)] •. 
We show a is a witness for F • Let f: k ~ k such that 
f"a. c a. • Since fja. E a.a. and fta ty = f['y for y < a , 
we have from (4) , 
v~ < a3n <a F(f)(s) = n , i.e. F(f)"a ~a • 
5.3. Remark. In the proof of (d) => (a) , the assumption 
that F is k-bounded cannot be elininated. For each k it 
is easy to -def.ine on F: kk ~ kk which is not k-bounded and 
has no witness. 
5.4. Proof of Theorem 1.16: k is 2-admissible iff k is 
rr3 - reflecting. 
Suppose k is ll~ - reflecting. Let {g}k map 
k - recurssive functions to k-recursive functions. We show 
s has a witness. By hypothesis, 
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v ~ < k [ t 13 l k : k ... k => t { g J k < 13 ) I k : k -. k J • 
By using the T predicate this is equivalent to 
k F Vx['Vy3zT(x,y,z) -+ vy.T(s,x,y) -+ vu3vT(U(y),u,v)]. 
Then sentence on the right is equivalent to a n~ sentence 
cp( s) • 
Since k is TI~ - reflecting (and hence TI~ - reflecting 
on Ad) there is some a E k n Ad such that a = cp(;) • 
But by the definition of cp(s) this implies isla maps 
a-recursive functions to a-recursive functions and hence 
a is a witness for g • 
Now suppose k is 2-admissible and let cp be a 
n n3 sentence of d,p such that k I= cp • We show that k 
reflects cp • For simplicity we assume that cp is of the 
form Vx 3yYz w(x,y,z) where $ is a ~~ formula with 
constants less that k • Let a be admissible so that all 
constants in $ are less than a • We introduce certain 
G~del numbers of a-partial recursive functions which, by 
the uniformity of the Normal Form and S-m-n theorems, can 
be chosen to be independent of the particular choice of a • 
First choose a < a so that 
Then, 
(5) at= ~vf3 < a3y <a. Vo <a. w(~,y,o) 
~Vf3 <a.~ Vy <no< a~ $(f3,y,o) 
~VI3 <a.. ~ {S(a,f3)la: a-+ a 
~Vf3 < a. {13 }a: a. -+ a. => Vy < a.1& < a..S(a,y) = o&O /:. f3 • 
Let g be a primitive recursive ordinal function such that 
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and let ~ < w be a G5del number (independent of a ) 
of g • Then from (5) , 
(6) a F ~ ~ v~ < a.{~}a: a~ a=> {g(~)}tt: a~ a 
<=> v~ < a.{~!a: a~ a=> {{~}a(~)}a: a~ a 
~ {~!a maps a - recursive functions to 
a - recursive functions. 
Since k F ~ , by (6) {~}k maps k- recursive functions 
to k - recursive functions. Since k is 2-admissible 
there is an aEknAd which is a witness for s • But then 
by (6) , a ~ ~ . 
5.5. Remark. The definition of 2 - admissible given here 
is equivalent to the definition which appears in [ 2 ] • 
The full definition of n - admissible is given in [ 2 ] • 
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§ 6. Stability. 
In this section we prove theorems 1.18 and 1.19. 
Note that if A-< Eo B and A c C c B then A -< r;o C • 
1 1 
It follows that if a is S -stable and a, < y < .f3 then a is 
y-stable. Hence the weakest stability property for an ordinal 
a is that of being q,+1-stable. 1.18 implies that even this 
weakest stability property determines ordinals with rather strong 
reflecting properties. But first we need: 
6.1 Lemma 
If a. is a.+1-stable then a is admissible. 
Proof. Let La \= vx E a cp where cp is a 2:~ 
La+ 1 l= vx E a <;p b where b = La. E La.+ 1 • Hence 
If ct is a.+1-stable then La. 1= :!rzVx E a cpz • 
formula ~E. Then 
L 1 I= a z vx E a cp z • Q+ 
Hence La satis-
fies 2:~-collection. The lemma now follows, as a. is clearly 
a limit ordinal so that L is rud closed. 
Proof of 1.18: is 
stable. 
a 
rr 1-reflecting if and only if 
0 
Let a be il~-reflecting. Let ~ be a E~ 
t) J C/E' with constants only for sets in ~~E' such that 
a is 
sentence of 
We may assume that ~ has the form ax1 ••• axne(x1 , ••• ,xn) where 
8(x1 , ••• ,xn) is il~. So let a 1 , •• ~an E La+ 1 such that 
Let+ 1 1= e ( a 1 , ••• , an). As La+ 1 = Def ( L~.) there are IT~ formulae 
e1 (v 0 ), ••• ,en(v0 ) of cf,E' with constants in Lr.c' such that 
ai = {bE Itx, I La l= ei (b)} for i = 1, ••• ,n. Let e' be obtained 
from e ( a 1 , ••• , an) by first replacing every occurence of ai E s 
by ayE s Vz(z E y <-> z Ea.) and then replacing every occurence of J.. 
s E ai by 8i (s) for i = 1, ••• ,n. Clearly 8 1 is a IT~ sent-
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n1-reflecting there is a 
0 ence such that La ~ e' . As a is 
8 < a such that Lf3 ~ e'. Now if a~ = (bE L~ I LS \= ei (b)} then 
a~ E Le+1 9 as we may assume that x1 actually occurs free in 
e(x1 , ••• ,xn) so that the constants of ei(v0 ) are also constants 
of 8 I and hence are constants for sets in It follows that 
no-Conversely let a be a+1-stable. Let cr 0 be the 3 
sentence given in theorem 2.4. Let ~(x) be a ~~ formula of 
dj E that defines L inside each admissible class A. Hence 
Vx ~(x) expresses V = L and the transitive models of cr 0 A Vx~(x) 
all have the form LB 
TI~ sentence of JSE 
for some admissible s. Now let be a 
such that 
cp1 is r.p /\cr 0 A Vx~(x) is also a 
La.+ 11= 3:x( trans ( x) Acp1 ( x)) where 
La i= cp. Then La ~ cp 1 where 
IT~ sentence of ot3E. Hence 
~1 (x) is obtained from ~ 1 
restricting all quantifiers to x, and trans(x) is 
Vy E x ,vz E y( z Ex). As a is a+1-stable it follows that 
La I= ax( trans ( x) A cp1 ( x)). Hence there is a transitive set in 
that satisfies But this must have the form Ls for 
some admissible (3 and LS ~ cp. It follows that a reflects 
cp ' so that a is n~-reflecting. 
We now turn to the proof of 1.19. In fact we shall prove 
a generalisation of that result in 6.4. Some of the ideas in 
by 
[ 4 ] will be basic to our proof. For a transitive set A let 
A+ be the smallest admissible set such that A E A+. If s CA 
we say that s is nno:::n) 
m m over A if s = [a E AlA~ cp(a)} for 
some nno::n) 
m m 
formula cp(x) of r.f,E" Theorem 3. 1 (a) of [ 4 ] 
states that if A is a countable transitive set closed under 
unordered pairs then for S c: A 
- ' 
s is n1 1 over A if and only 
if s is 2::0 1 over A+. The proof of this result in [ 4 J may 
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be made to yield the following formulation which gives us the 
extra information we shall need. 
6.2 Theorem 
( i) If cp( v 1' .. ., v n) is a TI~ formula of J; E then there 
is a ~~ formula cp+(v0 ,v1 , ••• ,vn) of J3E having the same 
constants as cp(v1 , ••• ,vn) such that for every non-empty count-
able transitive set A and every admissible set B such that 
A E B, if a 1 , . e e , an E A then 
(ii) If cp(v1 , ••. ,vn) is a ~~formula of oeE then there is a 
n~ formula cp-(v1' •• .,vn) having the same constants as cp(v1, ••. ,vn) 
such that if A is an infinite transitive set containing the 
sets whose constants occur in cp( v 1 , ••• v n) then for a 1, ••• , an E A 
Proof. We shall require some familiarity with the infinitary 
languages £B for admissible B. See for example [ 3 ] • 
(i) Let cp(v1 , ••. ,vn) be a ll~ formula of ~E. We may 
assume that it has the form vx1 .•• vxme(v1 , ••• ,vn) where 
e(v1 , ••• ,vn) is a n~ formula of JBE with extra realtion symbols 
x 1 , ••• ,Xm. Given a non-empty transitive set A we may define 
the infinitary sentences 'Yo (A) and '*'1 (A) as follows: 'Y (A) 0 
is A Vy(y E a <-> VCy=b)) and 'Y 1 (A) is Vx V (a=x). Then 
aEA . bEa aEA 
the models of '!' 0 (A) A'f 1 (A) are all isomorphic to (A, E ~ A,a)aEA. 
Hence if a 1 , ••• ,an E A then 
(1) A}= cp(a1 , •.• ,an) iff 'Y 0 (A) A'Y 1 (A) -> e(a1 , .... ,an) is 
logically valid. 
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Note that if A E B where B is admissible then 
i.e. it is a sentence of 
Now it is a routine matter, using [ 3 ] to find 
lae of and x(v ), such that if 
. . 0 
are as above then if b EB 
~0 
1 formu-
( 2) B ~ '¥(A, a 1 , .... , an, b) iff b = ( '¥ 0 (A) 1\ '¥ 1 (A) -> 8 ( a 1 , ••• , an) ), 
and if b is countable then 
( 3) B ~ x(b) iff b is a logically valid sentence of JJB. ( 3) 
follows from the completeness theorem for countable infinitary 
sentences (see theorem 2. 7 of [ 3 ] ) • 
'f(v0 , ••• ,vn+1) may be chosen to have the same constants 
as ~(v 1 , ••• ,vn), while x(v0 ) may be chosen to have no constants. 
Now let ~+(v0 , ••• ,vn) be avn+ 1 ('f(v0 , ••• ,vn+1 ) 1\ x(vn+ 1 )). 
The result follows from (1)-(3) using the fact that 
('¥ 0 (A)/\ '¥ 1 (A) -> e(a1 , ••• ,an)) is countable if A is countable. 
( .. ) ll, Let ~(v1 '. • • ,vn) be a 0 ~ 1 formula of f. evE • Let KP 
be the theory of admissible sets, as formulated in [ 3 J. Then 
by 3.3 of [ 4 J ' if A is a transitive set 
J) 
and ci.!F is an end 
extension of AU (A} that is a model of KP then J]v is an end 
extens~.on of A+. Hence if a 1 , ••• ,an E A 
iff h f e(a1 , .... ,an) for every A-model 
then 
,.() (j4/ of 
A+}= e(a1 , ••• ,aJ 
KP where an 
A-model of KP is a model of KP that is an end-extension of AU(A~ 
Now by the downward Lowenheim-Skolem theorem every A-model 
Ji of KP has an elementary subsystem $• "\'£:J.... that is an A-model 
of KP of the same cardinality as A, assuming that A is infini i:e. 
,.o~ / ( Every such A-model ,~ is isomorphic to A,E) for some E c A xA. 
Then there is an f: A -> A and a E A such that 
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(a) (A,E) is a model of KP 
(b) f: (A, E/"A) ~ (aE,A~ aE) where aE = [b EAJbEa} 
( c ) bE ~ aE for all b E a. 
It follows from the above that A+~ e(a1 , ••• ,an) iff 
(A,E) I= e(f(a1 ), ••• ,f(an)) for all E 5: AxA, f: A->A and 
a E A such that (a) & (b) & (c) . 
It is now a routine matter to find the required 1 rr1 formula 
obtained by formalizing the right hand side of the above equi-
valence. 
6~3 Definition 
An admissible set A is IT~ -reflecting if ·A l= cp => :if a E A 
(a F cp rand a is transitive) for all II~ sentences cp of cf.,E. 
The following is a generalisation of 1.19. 
6.4 Theorem 
The countable admissible set A is n~-reflecting if and 
only if 
Proof. Let A be a countable admissible set that is 1 n1-reflect-
ing. Let cp be a E~ 
sets in A, such that 
sentence of ctE, with constants only for 
A+ != cp. Let ,. be V x ay(x E y). Then, by 
(6.2) (ii) with n = 0, A f== cp Ar. Hence a J= cp-1\r for some 
transitive a EA. It follows that a is an infinite transitive 
set such that 
and cp is 
a~ cp-. By (6.2) (ii) a+~ cp. 
it follows that A~ ~· Hence 
But as 
A< 0 A+. 
L:1 
Conversely, let A ~E~A+ and let cp be a II~ sentence 
of ,.fj E such that 
A+~ ~+(A). Hence 
A f cp. Then by (6.2) (i) with n = 0, 
A+ I != cp1 where is the L:~ sentence 
ax(trans(x) Acp+(x)). But only has constants for sets in A, 
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so that A l= c:p 1 i.e. A l= cp+(a) for some transitive set a EA. 
As A is countable so is a, so that by (6.2) (i) a F cp. Thus 
A is ll~-reflecting. 
In order to obtain 1.19 we need: 
(6.5) Lemma. 
L~ is ll~-reflecting iff ~ is ll~-reflecting. 
n1 . Proof. Let a be 1-reflecting. If c:p is a ll~ sentence of 
,£E such that L t= a . c:p then Ls t= c:p for some s < a. But now 
a = Ls is a transitive element of A such that a f= cp. Hence 
La. is ll~-reflecting. 
Conversely, let L be 
a n~-reflecting. Let (] be the 
ll~ sentence cr 0 A VxY(x) occurring in the proof of 1.12. If cp 
is a n1 sentence such that Let. F cp then L ~ cp A cr. Hence 1 a. 
there is a transitive set a E L such that a/= c:pAcr. But a. 
a = Ls for some s < a.. So La I= c:p for some s < ~. Hence 
is n~-reflecting. 
Now 1.19 follows from 6.4 and 6.5 when we observe that 
L + 
a. 
for every ordinal a.. 
a. 
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§ 7. First order inductive definitions, I. 
We begin by considering inductive definitions which are 
either recursive or closely related to recursive inductive defini-
tions. These very simple cases illustrate some of the principles 
used in characterizing the closure ordinals of more complicated 
inductive definitions. 
7.1. Definition. For any inductive definitions r 0 ,r1 let 
Let r = [r0 ,r1 J • In constructing the transfinite sequence 
(ra: a EOn) one repeatedly applies r 0 until closure under r 0 
is reached, (i.e .. until a A. is reached such that r Cr"-) erA.) • 
0 - ' 
then r 1 is applied once; then r 0 is repeatedly applied until 
closure under r 0 
closure under r 0 
r ( rA.) = r 1 ( r"-) • 
is reached, etc. r 1 is applied only when 
is reached. Note that if r (r'A) c r'A then 
0 -
j[r0 ,r1Jl is the least A. such that both 
r (r'A) c rA. and 
0 - r 1 CrA) E r"-. 
For any recursive relation R and inductive definition r, 
the truth or falsity of R(n,rA.) is determined by the answers to 
a finite number of questions about membership in r"-. For limit A., 
the answers to these questions are the same as the answers to the 
same questions about membership in rs for suitably large s < A.. 
Hence for recursive R and limit A., 
(2) 
s R(n,r ) , 
Using (1) and (2) we can prove the following trivial result. 
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Let [IT~, II~] = [[r0 ,r1 J: r 0 ,r1 E II~}, [ll~,II~,n~J = 
[[r0 ,[r1,r2JJ: [r0 ,r1 ,r2 ~ II~) etc ••• 
7.2. Proposition. (i) I n° I = I 0' w ' 
2 
Ul , = w3, etc. 
Proof. (i) Let Then for some recursive R ' 
n E r(X)c-=>R(n,X). Hence, 
n E rrw ==> R(n,fw) 
==> R(n,rs) for some ~ < w, by (1) 
==> n E rrs c rS+1 c rw • 
Thus rrw c rW and. hence I r! ~ w. To show J n~j .2! w, let 
r 0 (X) = [0} U [(1 ,x): x EX}. Then r 0 E II~ • 0 Er 00 and. I of = 0; 
if n E r~ and jnj = s, then (1,n) E r~ and 1<1,n)j = s + 1. 
Thus I r ol ~ w. 
(ii) Let n E r 0 (X)<=:»R0 (n,X) and n E r1 (x)~R1 (n,X) 
where R0 and R1 are recursive. Then as in the proof of (i) we 
have: 
(3) If limit 
2 
Now let n E rrw • 
2 
n E r 1 rw by (3), i.e. 
then and hence 
-
2 
We show n E rw • Since limit w2 
2 R1 (n,rw ). Then by (2) there is some 
2 2 s < w such that y5 < w • s ~ 5 => R1 (n,r5 ). Since the limit 
ordinals are cofinal in 2 2 w there is some limit 0 , s~ 0 < w ' 
0 
and hence R1 (n,r ). 0 Thus n E r 1 r But since limit 
0 0 r 1r = IT and hence n e rr6 5 r 6+1 5 rw2 • Let r 0 be as 
above and let r 1(x) = [(2,x): x EX}. Let r = [r0 ,r1]. It is 
easy to show that jrl.2! w2• 
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7.3. Remark: If R is then we still have (1) and the 
first equivalence in (2) so that 7.2 still holds if ~f replaces 
n~ everywhere. 
Note that n~ ~ [n~,n~J ~ [n~,n~,n~J c . . . Thus 
2 3 1 of w < w < w <···< 1n1 • We have 
7. 4. The or em. (Gandy) I n~ I = I ~~ I = w1 • 
As J~~~ ~ !Tiff~ {n~-monf ~ w1 we have one half of the 
theorem. For the other half we will use the next two lemmas. 
These will also be used for getting upper bounds for other classes 
of first order inductive definitions. 
7.5 Lemma. 
LA. for A. 
Proof. If 
no on LA 0 
stricted to 
Let r E n 1 o" Then <r~: s <A.) is uniformly ~0 1 
E Ad. Hence for A. E Ad rA. is ~0 1 on LA.. 
A E Ad. and x:=w such that X E LA then r(x) 
as it is defined by a formula with quantifiers re-
w < A.. Hence r(x) E LA. as r(x) E w. So if 
then G ~LA: ~ x LA-> L >: Moreover 
on 
is 
G(x,y) =U£r(y1 z n w): z Ex} 
G ~ LA. is uniformly ~~ on 
Then by 2.2 F ~ L>. • LA->~ 
LA for A. E Ad. Let F(x) = G(x,F~x~ 
and is uniformly ~~ on LA. By an 
S E ON, so that easy induction we see that rS = F(s) for all 
(rs: s < >..) = F ~ A. is uniformly ~~ on LA. for 
rA is ~ ~ on LA as X E r <= > (a s < A ) X E r s • 
A. E Ad. Hence 
7.6. Lemma. Let be where A E Ad. 
Let R be recursive. Then 
Proof. Suppose VxR(n,x,rA.) where A E Ad. Then for each x , 
Vz <xR(n,z,rA). Since A is a limit, by (2), vz ~xR(n,z,rs) 
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for some s <A.. Let f(x) ~ 1-LS<A.Vz<x R(n.z.rs). Then f:tu->A 
is A-recursive. As w < A. 
show that VxR(n,x,rcx.). 
a. = Sup f(n) <A. It remains to 
n<w 
Case 1. limit a. 
Then there is some s < a 
Suppose that for some z 0 , ,R(n,z0 ,ra.). 
0 
such that -, R(n,z 0 ,r ) whenever 
s < o <ex. • Since limit a, there is some 
s < f(x) <a. and hence IR(n,z0 ,rf(x)). 
( f(x)) of f , Vz ~ xR n,z,r • In particular 
is a contradiction. 
x > z 0 such that 
But then by definition 
R(n z rf(x)) which 
' 0, 
Case 2. Not limit ex.. Then since f is non-decreasing 
there is some y such that for all x > y , f(x) = a. But by 
definition of f this clearly implies VxR(n,x,f'I). 
We can now complete the proof of theorem 7.4. We must show: 
7 7 L 1~01 • ~ emma. 1 ~2 .:5 w1 • 
Proof. Let r be Then 
n E r(X) <=> 3:yVx R(n, y ,x,X) 
for soma recursive R. Then 
n E r(r w1 ) => vx R(n,y,x,r w1 ) for some y < w, 
=> Vx R(n, y ,x,rs) for some s < w1 , y < w, 
=> n E r(rs) ~ rw1 • 
Hence r(rw1) c rw1 / / so that r ~ w1 • A different proof 
appeared in [ 2 ] • The present proof is due to Grilliot. 
As in the defl"nitions of [TI0 IT0 ) [IT0 IT0 IT 0 ] t o' o ' o' o' o e c. • • o 
we may define [(g0 , {;1 ], [ 6;~, t 1 , 1}~ 2 ] etc o • o o for any classes 
&0 , ci-1 , • • • of i o d. ' s. 
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7.8. Lemma. 
(i) jcn~,n~JI,:: \C~~,~~+ 1 JI,::: least element of Mn+ 1 (Ad); 
(ii) I[TI~,~,n~J\~Ic~~,~~+ 1 ,~~+ 1 JJ,::: least element of 
Mm+ 1 (Mn+1 (Ad)) etc •••. 
Proof. The first inequalities in (i) and (ii) are trivial, so we 
turn the last inequalities. 
(i) Let r = [r0 ,r0 ] where r 0 E ~0 and r1 0 2 E ~n+1• 
Then r E n1 
0 
and hence <rs: t; < A.) is ~0 1 on LA. for 'A E Ad, 
so that by the proof of lemma 7.7 
Suppose first that n is even. Then for some recursive R 
Hence by (2) and (4), if 1 E Ad then 
A. 
<=> (ax0 Ew) (Vx1 Ew) ••• (3:xn Ew )R (a, x 0 , ••• , xn, r ) 
(5) 
<=> (3:x0 Ew) (Vx1 Ew) ••• (3:xn Ew) (3: S<A) (V o<A) [ s_::o => 
6 R ( a , x 0 , ••• , xn , r ) J 
<=> r,.. J= Q (a) 
for some formula Q(v) that is independent of 
~ E Ad. 
Now let ~ be the least element of Mn+1 (Ad). Suppose 
~ 
a E r(r ). Then as K E Ad it follows from (5) that L~ F Q(a). 
As ~ is ~~+2 -reflecting on Ad there is a A.<~ such that 
A.E Ad and L~ j= Q(a). Hence by (5) a E r(r>-) c r~. Thus 
r(r~) ~ r~ and hence lrf.:: ~. 
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If n is odd then for some recursive R 
Hence using (2) and (4) again, if A E Ad then 
a E l(rA) <=> (3:x0 Ew) .•• ( VxnEw)(Vs<A)(~t><A)[S~o& R(a,x0 , ••• ,xn,r5 )] 
<=> L1 ~ Q(a) 
for some ~~+2 formula Q(v) of aeE that is independent of 
A E Ad. The rest of the proof is as before. 
(ii) This follows the same pattern as the proof of (i). 
Let r = (r0 ,r1,r2] where f 0 E ~~, r 1 E ~~+ 1 and r 2 E ~~+ 1 • 
The proof of (i) shows that 
for 
(4') If A E Mn+ 1(Ad) then (r0 ,r1](rA) c rA and 
hence r(rA) = r 2 (rA) • 
Then as in (5) if A E Mn+ 1(Ad) 
( 5 I ) A a E r(r ) <==> L1 F Q(a) 
some 0 ~m+2 formula Q(v) of ~ that is independent 
A E Mn+ 1 (Ad). The rest of the proof is as in (i). 
In the next section we will prove results which will 
enable us to reverse the inequalities in this lemma. 
of 
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§ 8. Closed classes of inductive definitions. 
In this section we formulate the notion of a. closed class t-i• 
The results in this section will enable us to give characterisa-
tions of lgl and Ind( ~) for many of these classes. 
8.1. Definition. f: b ~ r if 
(a) f is a recursive function and (f(e)} is total for 
all e ; 
(b) if {e}: X~ Y then (f(e)}: b(X) ~ r(Y). 
A $m r if f: b ~ r for some f • 6 ~l f is defined similarly. 
8.2. Theorem. If 6 < r then 
-m 
00. 00 
b $m r and 
Similarly, with Sm replaced by ~1 • 
This is an immediate consequence of the following: 
8.3. Lemma. If 6 ~ r there is a recursive function g such 
that for all ex. ' g: ba. ~ rex. • 
Proof. Let f: b ~ r . By the recursion theorem there is an e 
such that (e} = (f(e)J = g , say. g is total since (f(e)} is. 
We show by induction on a. that g: 6 a. $rn r a. • Suppose 
{e} = g be < rS and hence g = (f(e)}: 6~~ < rrS 
-m -m 
for all S < ex. • Then, 
<=>:a: s < ex.. g(x) E rrS 
<=> g(x) E ra. . 
8.4. Definition. r is (~-complete if r E g and 
g = (6: A <m r}. 
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8.5. Theorem. If r is {;-complete then jt] = I r I and 
Ind ( ~ ) = {X : X < r co} • 
-m 
{J !') lgl~ I rl Proof. Let r be {!, -complete. As r E t;, and 
Ind ( g ) = [X : X <m r co}. If b. E ~ then 11 ~ r and hence by 
2.2. j11l::: lrl and A co <m r co • Hence 1~1 < r and 
Ind( g) ~ [X: X ~ r CD} • 
8.6. Theorem. There is a U~ 1 -complete operator. Similarily 
for n 2:m+1" 
Proof. We shall need the following folklore res~lt, which is 
well-known when n = 0 or n = 1, but is equally true for 
larger n. 
8.7. Proposition. There is a universal operator. 
Similarily for 
By this we mean a n~+ 1 operator r such that every n~+ 1 
operator 11 has the form 11(X) = ra(X) = £x1(a,x) E r(X)) 
for some a E w. 
n We will show that r is TI;+1 -complete • 
. I 1 Let 111 (X) = ((e,x)xEb.({e}- X)J. 
When n > 0, 111 is easily seen to be and hence has the 
form ra for some a E w. Now let f be a recursive function 
such that [f(e))(x) = (a,(e,x)). Then f: 11 Sm r. 
When n = 0 we must be more careful as 111 may not be 
no 
m+1" We will define a 
no 
m+1 operator 112 such that if [e} 
total then (e ,x) E 111(X) <=> (e ,x) E a2 (X). Then f : 11 ~r 
if we let 112 = r a. 
is 
Let cp(X,x) be a no m+1 formula defining r. By separating 
out positive and negative occurrences of X in cp(X,x) we may 
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write the formula as e(X,w-X,x) where e(X,Y,x) contains only 
positive occurrences of X and Y. Then 
Now if m is odd let 
and if m is even let 
D.2 (X) = { ( e, x) j e ( w- [ e} - 1 ( w-X) , w- ( e} - 1 X, x)) • 
Then in each case /).2 is 
8.8. Definition. 
d is closed if 
(a) There is a ff-complete operator 
(b) r1,r2 E g=> r 1 u r2,r1 n r 2 E 
(c) Every recursive operator is in 
The following result is now trivial. 
8.9. Theorem. and n L:m+1 are closed. 
0 , 
g 
t 
'
vi JJ In order to obtain characterisations of ~ 1 and Ind(0) 
for closed classes f? we will need a method for constructing 
notation systems 1n., = (JVI, ll) which is more general than that 
mentioned in the introduction. We shall first give an example 
which bears some resemblance to Kleene's systems of notations 
for the constructive ordinals. We define a transfinite sequence 
of sets (I1s .~ s EON). In the definition I a I = IJ.S (a E Ms+1 ). 
Ax[b](x,X) is the b'th function primitive recursive in X in 
a recursive enumeration, uniform in X , of the functions 
primitive recursive in X . 
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lY1 = 0 % 
Ma.+1 = M a. u ( 0 ) u ( ( 1 , a , b) : a E M a. & V x [ b ] ( x, r1 Ia I ) E M Ct} • 
MA. = LJ M; 
s<A. 
for limit A.. 
.M 
= ·uM 
sEON s 
Note that the definition of M has the appearance of a 
set inductively defined by an i.d. But the situation is com-
plicated by the fact that the definition of Ma.+ 1 depends not 
only on the previously defined Ma., but also on (MIa I : a E Ma). 
Given any sequence (M;: s E ON) we use the following notation. 
M = U(M;: s E ON}. 
I aj = IJ.S ( a E M s+ 1 ) for a E :f-1 
I Ml = Sup [I x \ : x E r·1) 
* ((x,y): x,y E Ma.& l,x\~ jy\} :til = a for a. E ON 
* M* = U(Ma. : a. E ON) 
If xc w let Jcx) = (x: (x,x) EX} and 
X<x = (y: (y,x) EX & (x,y) ~X}. 
Hence the definition of Nct+ 1 above may be written 
e(X) = (o} u {(1,a,b): aE f(X)& Vx[b](x,X<a) E f(X)). 
Notice that is II~. We will see below that * e M is indue-
tively defined by a no 1 i.d. We now generalize the above pro-
cedure to an arbitrary e. 
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8.10. Definition. For any i.d. e , 
rrn@ = (Me, 11) is defined by: 
r10 = ¢ 
* Ma.+1 = 1!1 u e(M ) Ct CL 
M>.. = U {Ma : CL < A} if limit A 
Me = LJ{l!TCL: CL E ON}. 
Although Me does not have an obvious inductive definition 
* we show that M does. 
8.11. Definition. For any i.d. e, e 
< 
is defined by ® (X) = 
< 
{ (x,y): x E 1(X) & y E ®(X)'t(X)} U { (x,y): x, y E ®(X)'<t(X)). 
8,.12. Remark. For 
8.13. Lemma. For 
®co= M * < • 
Proof. Note that 
induction on a. • 
closed 
all CL 
8.14. Equivalence Theorem. 
g note that ® E t => ®<E ~ • 
r;P * I a<! =I Mel = M and hence and < Ct 
The result now follows by 
If ~ is closed and ® is 0)-complete then I~' I = r MIEll 
and Ind( 6) = {X c: w: X <m M8 }. 
(i 
Proof. If fO is closed and e E a it follows from 8.12 and 8.13 
that J cG! ~ I Me I and. Ind. ( ~ ) :: (X~ w: X <m Me} as e < E ~ and 
X EM® <=> (x,x) E 8~ • 
For the converse it is sufficient to prove the following. 
8.15. Le~. If r Sm ® then there is a recursive function f 
such that for all a. f : ra. < MCL ; 
-m 
ro 
hence r ~m M8 . and 
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Proof. Let f 0 be a recursive function such that 
[f0 (e)}(x) z ((e}(x),[e}(x)) • So [e}- 1 ~= [f0 (e)}-1 • Let 
f 1 : r <m ® • Then for total [a}, r[a}-1= [f1 (a)}-1® • Then 
Now choose e such that [e} = [f1f 0 (e)) and let f = (e} • 
Then ff- 1 'J-= f- 1®. Hence rf-1 (Ma.) = rf-1 .J1(M~) = 
f- 1®(M*) . so that f-1M U :C(f-1M ) = f- 1M U f-1®(M*) = 
a. ' a. a. a. a. 
-1c c *)) -1 f Ma. U ® Ma. = f Ma.+ 1 • It follows by induction on a. that 
ra. = f- 1M · i.e. f: ra. < M 
a, , -m a. • 
In § 7 we have seen how to prove, for certain G, that 
(~ \ < ~ where ~ is the least reflecting ordinal of a certain 
kind. In order to show that {81 = K we will choose a 'good' 
notation system 7i1= (M, f I) such that I M I _s I &J and show that 
M has the required reflection property. As M is a set of 
notations for the ordinals <IMl, statements about ordinals <IMJ 
can be rewritten as statements about M. The reflection property 
for {M/ will then follow from closure properties of M. The 
coding lemma below gives a formulation of. this rewriting process 
for 2:0 1 statements. 
8.16. Definition. A notation ~ystem lh= (M,/ f> is good if 
/7l= rtrtB where ®(X) = - (X) U ~(X) and 
- ( X ) = [ o} U { ( 1 , a 1 b) : a E if( X) & V x [ b ]( x, X <a ) E ~X ) } 
U((2,a,b): aE'1(X) or bE:f(X)) , and ~(X) is always disjoint 
from {o) U £( 1 ,a, b): a, bE w) U { (2 ,a, b): a, bE w). 
If n~ is good then an ordinal ~ ~ !MI is ~t-good if 
Thus !MI is ~1-good, but usually there will be 
(ht-good ordinals < lM I . 
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8.17. Coding Lemma. 
Let 7h= (M,j I> be a good notation system and let 
Jn·~.- = ( (x,<l): a. E On & x ElVIa.}. Then 
( i) Every ~1'1;-good ordinal is in Ad ( T«rt). 
(ii) For every 2:~- formula cp(v1, ••• ,vn) of olp(Trm) 
there is a primitive recursive function h such that 
for every ?'it-good ordinal A 
a 1 , ••• , a 11 E NA & A ~ cp ( j a 1 I , ... , I an I ) <=> h (a 1 , ••• , an) E I"lA • 
(iii) If A is 'hL-good then for X c w 
X is A.-r • e • in T'm r )~, <= > X <m M /, 
This lemma will be proved in the appendix. 
8.18. Corollary. Let (frtn T trri be as in the lemma, and let 
f(a.) = ~n[n EM& jnf = a.] for a. < (MI. Then for each 1YL-good 
ordinal A f ~A : A -> w is a A.-recursive in ~rrLtA injection. 
Proof • f (a. ) = ~o~<n [ ( n, a.+ 1 ) E Tmt & ( n , a. ) % Tl)']!) • Hence f ~ A is 
A.-recursive in TtrnJ A.. for lf'Yt-good A • It is clearly an injec-
tion. 
8.1 9. Theorem. Let g ~ no 
- 1 be closed and let r be g -complete. 
Let A.= le5{ and Ar = {(n,a): a. < A. & n E ret} • Then 
(i) A. is admissible relative to Ar . , 
(ii) A. is projectible to w relative to Ar . , 
(iii) Ind( g ) = [X~ w: X is A.-r.e. in Arl . 
Proof. Let e(X)= -(X)U~(X) where ~(X)={(3,a):aEr(x)). 
Then as -;:- E IT~ ;::: g and ~ is closed it follows that !El E fJ • 
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Also >..x(3,x): r(X) <m e(X) for all X and hence f': r <m9 
where f:r !Smr and f' is a recursive function such that 
-7 [f'(e)}(x) ""(3,[f(e)}(x)) Hence ® is f6-complete. Now 
1 n.= crr~.-9 is a good notation system and by the equivalence theorem 
I g I = j I'I \ and Ind ( ~ ) = [X c w: X < M} • 
- -m 
Hence by the coding 
lemma and its corollary the theorem follows as long as we replace 
Ar by ~i A. • It only remains to show that Ar and tvn~ A 
are 'A-recursive in each other. But by 8.15 there is a recursive 
function h such that h: ra. < M for all a. • 
-m a. Hence 
(n,a.) EAr <=> (h(n) ,o.) E ~~'A , so that 
in TrfrL i' A. • 
®< E t 
For the converse note that as 
is >..-recursive 
is C -complete 
and it follows that for some g • Hence 
* a. g: Ma. ~m r for all a. , by 8.3 and 8.13. So 
(n,a.) E ~vn.. ~A. <=> (g( (n,n) ,a.) E A1 , 
showing that ~~~A is A.-recursive in Ar. 
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§ 9. First order inductive definitions, II. 
We are now ready to characterise the ordinals of first order 
inductive definitions. 
9~1. Theorem. 
(i) I II~ I is the least element of Ad; 
(ii) I [ II~'~] I is the least element of Mh+1(Ad); 
(iii) I [ rr~ ~ (, ~J I is the least element of Mh+1 (Mm+1(Ad)). 
etc ••••• 
9 .,2 Remark. By 7.8 this theorem is also true when each II~ is 
replaced by 0 Lk+1. 
Before proving the theorem we derive some immediate consequences. 
9.3 Corollar:y:. 
Proof. I n~ I = I ~~I = 
I II~ I = I~ I 0 = w1 = 1i 2 
0 
w = n 1 
by 
by 
0 
crn+2• 
1.9(i), 7.2 
1.8 and 7.4. For 
ITO 
n and by 1.9 (iv) Mh+1(Ad) = Mh+1(0N). Hence 
I ~+1 I = rt~+1 by 9.1 and 9.2. 
By 1.9(iii) no = 0 for all n. n 0n+1 
9.4 Coroll8£¥:• 
and 7.3. 
n > 1 [II~'~] = 
I II~ I = 
(i) l[II~,II~] I is the least recursively inaccessible ordinal; 
[II~,II~,II~] I is the least recursively inaccessible limit of 
recursively inaccessible ordinals, etc •••• 
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(ii) ICrr~,n~JI is the least recursively Mahlo ordinal; 
!Crr~,rr~,TI~JI is the least recursively hyper-Mahlo ordinal, etc •••• 
We now turn to the proof of the theorem. By 7.8 it only re-
manins to prove: 
9.5 Lemma. 
( . I a. E Ad for some a. .:: I II~ I 0 l, 
' 
(ii) a. E Mn+1 (Ad) for some a. < '[IIO IIOJI 0 l 1 ~ n 
' 
(iii) a. E ~+l (Mm+ 1 (Ad)) for some a .:: I [IIO IIO IIO] I 1' m' n etc •••. 
Proof. 
(i) This follows from theorem 7.4, whose proof assumed the 
result I II~- monl ~ w1 • To give a direct proof let m = /Jt8 
where 8 = s , and let a. = !~11 I ~rhen 'fvv is a good notation 
system so that a. E Ad , by the coding lemma. As 
' so 
is e < so that , - I r,:;; I 
.__., - I \C'< < ! II~ I . 
(ii) First assume that n is odd. 
Let 1-r& = tn 8' where a E e (X) <=> a. E 2: (X) v [E (X)::; J(X)&a, E p~(X)], 
~~(X)= [(3,e): eE~n(7(X))} and 
a E Pn(X) <=> (Vx1EX)(rirx2EX) .•• (VxnEX) [a](x1' .•• ,xn) EX. 
Here AX1 , ••. ,xn [a](x1 , .•. ,xn) is the a'th n-ary primitive 
recursive function in a recursive enumeration of them. 
An easy argument shows that 
e< = [2<, (P~)<] , so that e< E [II~,IT~] as (~~)< E II~. ~~ is 
a good notation system so that by the coding lemma a = IMI E Ad • 
Let cp be a sentence of such 
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that. . ·a f c.p • We may assl.Ulle that c.p has the form 
V~ 1 x2 • • • • xn '¥ ( x1 , o ••• , ~, 1 c 1 I, •••• , I ck \) 
o- [) 
where '¥ is a 2::1 formula of d--P and c 1 , .... ,ck· E M. By the 
coding lemma there is a primitive recursive fu.nction h such 
that for all '/;z -good ordinals A. .. 
a 1, ••• ,an+kEMA.&. A I= '¥( \a1 \, ••• , \an+IJ\==='>h(a1 , •• o ,an+k) EMA. 
Now choose e E w such that 
Le](a1 , ••• ,an) = h(a1 ,oo.,an,c1,o.o,ck). 
Then it follows that for ~ -good A 
e <:: {ttn (M A.) 
< 3, e > E ~,.,1 .(M~) c M 
1\ - A.+1 
Hence as a I= cp and a is ?Jz. -good 
<.3,e>EM 
Now if A. = I < .3, e > 
hence admissible, and 
a E l'llh+1 (Ad) and a = 
then I. < a , 
1 * < 3,e > E··~n (Ml.) 
(fiJ [ 0 0] I . .:::; I ~ \ II1 ' Tin \r 
A is 
so 
as 
1frgood, and 
that A. 1-
.- cp. 
required. 
Thus 
When n > 0 is even the proof is as above except that 
a E ~ (X) (===> (''lfx1 EX)(dx2 EX) ••• ( Jxn EX) [a J (x1 , ••• , xn) ~ X, 
0 
and the IIn+1 sentence cp now has the form 
Vx1 3x2 ••• 3~ 'f(x1 , •• .,~, \c 1 \, ••• , \ck \) with 'f,c1 , •• o.,ck 
as before. 
In case n = 0 let ·fi-n (X) = X. Then as before a c: \I-1 \ ~ \LIT~, II~] \ 
and a E Ad. In order to show that a E M1 (Ad) we must show 
that a is a limit of admissibles. So let p < a .. Then f3= \al 
for some a EM. Then < 3,a > E r1 as E(M*) ~ M. Let A. == 
\ <3,a > \ < a • Then A. is 1~-good and hence admissible, and 
P = \a \ < A. So a E M1 (Ad) o 
. - 6'7 .., 
!bY? /le (iii) Let /~'1 = //[ where 
a E e(X) <===> a E S(X) v LE(X) _::rex) & aE <P~ (X)] 
1 ~ 11 v LE(X) u ~m(X) 5J(X) & a E ~n(X)] 
where <J?11 (X) = l<5,e>: e l ~ (J(X)) I n n 
and ,j 
2 '"' m m 
are as in (ii). Then as in (ii) 
(~11) -, ·. 
'n <J, E [TI0 , Tim0 , TI 0 ] so that 
- 1 n 
•' 
As in the proof of (ii) we may snow tha·~ u. E l'lh+i (Ad). More-
over vre may show that \ < 5, e > \ E l'lh+i (Ad) whenever < 5, e > E M. 
Hence using once more the argument in the proof of (ii) we can 
show that a~ ~+1 (Mm+1 (Ad)), 
The next result characterises Ind(6) for certain classes 
of first order inductive definitions. 
and 
9•6 Theorem. 
I.f / is any 
A.= ,.t\ then 
0 L'' 0 0 0 0 OJ of the classes n1, n1,~], rn1,~;~ ' 
there is a rE !J such that A = I r l and 
lnd ( 6;) = .• {X S w X ~ l-eo } 
= {X_s:w:X is X-r.e.} 
9.7 Remark. 
etc ••• 
This result also applies to the classes and to the 
classes obtained from the ones considered by replacing each 
n~ by 0 Lk+1. 
Proof. The proof has the same form in each case, We illustrate 
with t;; = [n~ ,II~] . 
·o. ,·~ e 
In the proof of 9.5 (ii) a good notation 
system /1} = '/)) is defined such that \M\ < A and \M I E ~+1 (A·::.). 
But A. 
So if 
X is 
is the first element of Mn+i(Ad) by 9.1. Hence \M I = J.. 
- ufl 
/ == ®< E b then A. = \r\. By the coding lemma 
-
>.. - r. e • t c {X c w: X < M t c {X c w: X < r 00 J - -. -m 5 _ ... -rn 
{X .S 
!, as 
w : 
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r.t =/-co J - p-1 M~ • Hence {X~ w: X in A- r. e. l c Ind( /£) as I Et.i 
J 
that CD t:..A A Hence _.JtE b implies _;._ = . .h is - r.e. by 7.5. 
,1 
Ind(~) E!X ~ w: X is l - r.e. 1, proving the theorem. 
For completeness we conclude this section with the following 
easily proved result. 
9.8 Theorem. 
( i) Ind ( U~ ) = {X c w: X is r • e • } • 
(ii) Ind(I:~) .= {X::;; w: X is a "recursive" union of 
arithmetical sets}. 
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§ 10. Higher order inductive definitions, I. 
In the previous section it was shown that the closure 
ordinals of certain classes of first-order inductive defini-
tions are reflecting ordinals of a prescribed form. In 
this section we obtain corresponding results for higher 
type inductive definitions. The techniques are similar to 
those of § 7 and § 9. 
In Lemma 7.5. it was shown that for r E IT~ , (r;:~<>..) 
is uniformly I:~ on ~ for ).. E Ad. For other r this 
need not be the case and this makes the characterization of 
ITI~I for m,n > 0 somewhat more difficult. 
In the following lemma the class A is some relation 
on ordinals. 
10.1. Lemma. Suppose m,n > 0 and r E IT~ • Let 
X be a class of limit ordinals greater than w , andK EX 
be II~(A)-reflecting on X • If < rs :s < ).. > is uniformly 
I:~ on ~[A] for A. E X , then I rj ~ J<. • Similarly with 
II~(A) and II~ replaced by I:~(A) and I:~ , respectively. 
Proof. Let r E Tim • 
n-
Then for some 
cp(y,Y) of[E , for all Y c w 
n E r(Y) <=> w I= cp(n, Y) • 
Let ~ 0 (z) be the formula z E oo , and 
vyk[zk+1(yk) ~ wk(Yk)J • Then each ~k+1 
formula 
be 
formula 
(in the constant w) ··• Let cp*(n,X) be obtained from cp 
by restricting each quantifier of type k to ~k • Then 
cp* E II~ and for ).. > w and Y ~ w , 
n E r(Y) <=> L)..(A] ~ cp*(n,Y) • 
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Let ~*(y,Y) be OZ.$(Z,y,Y) where QZ is a sequence of 
quantified variables of appropriate type for a prenex TI~ 
formula and ~ is l:~ • Then for 'A E X , 
(1) s E r(rA) <=> L,_[A] ~ az.w(Z,s,rA) 
~ L>. [A] F= Q2v ~E an 3 o E On[~ :: o " w (z, s ,r6 ) J 
<¢ L,_ [A] F= azvsE an 3& E an :-ty[ g ::: o " 
R ( 0 'y) " "' (Z, s' y) J 
~ LA[A] F ~1 (s) , 
where. R is a l:~ formula of £E (A) (independent of 'A. E X) 
such that for o < ).. • y E ~[A] 
r0 = y ~ ~ [A] \= R (o , y) , 
and ~ 1 (s) is the sentence·appearing immediately above it 
in (1) • Clearly ~1 is a TI~ formula of ~E(A) • Now let 
~ E X be rr~(A) - reflecting and s E rrx • We show s E r~ • 
~_[A]~ ~1 (s) by (1) • Since ~1 is a TI~ formula of 
~(A) there is some ). E X n 't such that ~[A] I= ~ 1 (s) • 
Henc_e by ( 1 ) , s E rr). c rK . 
Let 
for 
10.2. Definition. For a given i.d. r let 
Ar(x,y) ~ y E On & x E rY • 
TI~(r) be the least TI~(Ar)-reflecting ordinal; similarly 
crm(r) • 
n 
10.3. Theorem. Let m,n > 0 and r be complete 
TI~ • Then IIT~I = TI~(r) • Similarly ll:~l = cr~(r) if 
r is complete ~ • 
Proof. We prove this for Tim n • The proof for E~ 
is similar. Let r be complete II~ • For ). E Ad(Ar) 
I 
I 
I 
r 
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and ~ < >.., rg = {x E w: Ar(x,~)} E L).[Ar] , 
by ~~-separation. And since for y E ~[Ar] , 
rg = y ~ I;._(Ar] ~ [\'lx E w Ar(x,~)-+ x E y]l\ 'v'x E y.Ar(x,~) , 
it follows that (rs: g<).) is uniformly ~~ on ~ [ Ar] 
for A E Ad(Ar) • Letting X = Ad(Ar) 
Lemma 1, we see that jnml < Tim(r) • 
n - n 
in 
To show I nml > rrm(r) it suffices to show I nml is 
n - n n 
ll~(r)-reflecting. Let 9 be as in the proof of 8.19 and let 
Yn= < M, II > =m9 • By 8.14 I Ml = I n~l • 
If Tin and h are as in the proof of 8.19 then 
Ar(x, a.) <=> 1ln(h(x) ,a.) 
~ jy E w[h(x) = y & Tm.(y,a.)] • 
Since h is recursive, the predicate h(x) = y is 
on Lw and hence i:~ on I;.. [ TrrJ for A > w • Hence 
Ar is 2:~ on r,_[ TJ for A. > w So if cp is a 
n~ sentence of L.E (Ar) there is a n~ sentence cp* of };E (T ) 
such that for A> w ~[Ar] F cp ~ ~[TnJ ·F cp* • 
Hence it suffices to show that IM I is n~(Tm)-reflecting. 
This will follow from the next lemma. Let cp(v1 , ••• ,v1 ) be 
a n~-formula of ipC~ with the indicated free variables. 
10.4. Lemma. There is a IT~ i.d. ~ , such that for 
h\-good A and c1 , ••• ,c1 E MA 
A. 1= cp(jc11 ,. •• ,lc1J) ~ (c1' ••• ,c1> E 'i'(Mr) • 
Proof. This will be in five parts. Assume .throughout 
that A. ranges over ~rgood ordinals. 
(1) If R is primitive recursive in Trn then by 
the coding lemma there is a primitive recursive function 
hR, independent of ). , such that for a1 , ••• ,an E M 
A!= R(l a1 ~ •• .,1akl) ~ hR(a1 , ••• ,ak) E ~- • 
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In particular 
a,b E MA & jaJ= jbj <=> h = (a,b) E MA • 
(2) Let j<Y ,X) if and only if X c w and Y c wJO» 
is the graph of a bijection f:w ~ Q ~ X such that 
(i) x,y E Q & h = (x,y) E X~ x = y , and 
(ii) y E X ·""-->.Jx E Q h = (x,y) E X • 
It should be clear that ~ is arithmetical. Moreover 
§CY,MA) holds if and only if Y is the graph of a bijection 
f: w; Q ~ MA such that Y* = AXjf(x)l is a bijection: 
w '::: A. • Hence 3Y j (Y ,M).) • 
(3) If R is primitive recursive in 'J]l let 
9R(Y,X,x1, ••• ,xk) be the ~~-formula of ~p 
~ y.J• • ·~k3y[ 1~i~k "Y(xi,yi) " X{y) " (hR(y1' • • .,yk) = y)J 
Then if §CY,M;_) and a1, ••• ,ak E w 
A F R(Y*(a1), ••• ,Y*(ak)) ~ w F 6R(Y,M;_,a1, ••• ,ak) 
(4) Let ~*(Y,X,v1 , ••• ,v1 ) be obtained from 
~(v1 , ••• ,v1 ) by replacing every atomic formula R(x1, ••• ,xk) 
by 8R(Y,X,x1, ••• ,xk) • Then ~* is a ll~-formula of tp, 
and if ~(Y,MA.) and a1, ••• ,a1 E w then 
A~ ~(Y*(a1 ), ••• ,Y*(a1 )) ¢:::> w I= ~*(Y,MA,a 1 , ••• ,a1 ) • 
(5) ~(X) may now be defined to be the set of 
~ (c1, ••• ,c1) such that c1, ••• ,c1 E J'(X) and for all Y 
r:--! 
such that ~(Y,~(X)) and all a1, ••• ,a1 , b1 , ••• ,~1 , 
if 1<~<1 (Y(ai, bi) " h = (bi, ci) E \i{x)) then 
-- r.:J: 
w ~ ~*(Y,~(X),a1 , ••• ,a1 ) • 
Then ~ is a n~ i.d. that satisfies the lemma. 
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. Let 
IMI·I= ~ where 
find A.< IMJ 
~ is a n~ sentence of J...p (T.._) • 1.Ye must 
such that A F= ~ • ~ must have the form 
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:for some n~-:formula of lp<~ and 
Let 'i' be the i.d. given by lemma 10.4. 
Then as 'i' is 
g: 'i'(X) ~ ·~r(x) 
for 1l1-good A. 
nm 
n 
and r is complete 
for all X • Let 
~ ~ ~ <=> (a1, ••• ,a1) E 'i'(M*A) 
~a E r(Mi\.) 
~ (3,a) E ®(M*A.) 
a = 
nm there is a n 
g((a1, ••• ,al)) 
But IMI F ~ . Hence (3,a) E e(M*) c M • 
• 
Let ).. = I (3,a) I • Then A. < IMI is fft--good and (3,a) 
E ®(M*).) • Hence A ~ ~ • 
Then 
10.5. Corollary. For m, n>O IITml n is ll~-re:flecting 
and JI;ml is I;~-re:flecting. Hence I IIml > rrm and JI;ml n n 
-
n n 
Proof. By theorem 10.3 I IIml n is 
hence II~-re:flecting. Similarily for 
In general we cannot exPect that 
jiiml = rrm or IEml =am for m,n > 0 • 
n n n n 
II~(r)-re:flecting 
m En • 
In order to use lemma 10.1 to show that 1n;1 ~rr;, :for 
1 example, we would want to show that for r E n3 , 
X E r. 1 n P(w) => r(x) E T. 1 • But there is no guarantee ~3 ~3 
that r 1 = r(0) belongs to T. 1 In the 1rr3 or even to L • 
case of IT~ and I;~ , however, we can do better by making 
use of a result done to Barwise, Gandy and Moschovakis, 
formulated here in theorem 6.2. 
Let In be the class of recursively inaceesaible 
ordinals. 
10.6. Lemma. is II 1 1 then 
(r~:~ <A.) is uniformly E~ on ~ for A. E In. 
>am 
- n 
and 
• 
' 
'-
1 
I 
I 
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that if A. E In then 
e i) x E ~ => rex n w ) E ~ , and 
e ii) { ex, y) E I;_ xi;_ I rex n w) = y} 
~ uniformly for 1 E In , as we may then carry through 
the proof of lemma 7.5. 
Let r be TI~ • Then by 6.2ei) there is a ~~­
formula ~+ of ~E such that if A, B are admissible sets 
and x E A E B then 
n E rex n w) ~ B ~ ~+eA,n,x) • 
But if A E Ip and x E ~ then x E Ll-l for some admissible 
1-1 < A. and also 1-1 + < A • So 
n E rex n w) ~ Ll-l + F= ~+(Iil ,n,x) • 
Hence rex n w) is ~~ on ~+ so that 
rex n w) E ~++1 ~ ~ , proving ei) • 
To prove eii) let cr 0 be the TI~-sentence of 2.4. 
Then if x,y E LA and A E In , rex n w) = y if and only 
if there are transitive set A,B E LA such that [A,B are 
transitive & x E A E B & A l= cr 0 & B 1: a 0 .tww €;;: w & vn E w 
eB p: cp+eA,n,x) ~ n E y)] • 
The expression [ ••• ] can be defined by a ~~-formula 
'±' eA,B,x,y) of ,J;E , independent of . ).. , so that 
rex n w) = y ~ ~ F 3a3b'±'ea,b,x,y) , proving eii) 
If r is ~~ then the proof is as above except that 
~n+ . no-
'+' J.S now 1 • 
10.7. Theorem. ITI~I =IT~ and ll:~l = cr~ • 
Proof. ITI~I ~IT~ and IE~I > cr~ follows from 10.5. Note 
1 1 1 that by theorem 1.9. IT1, cr 1 E In, IT 1 
and cr~ is ~~-reflecting on In • 
is TI~-reflecting on In 
Hence by Lemma 10.6 we 
may use lemma 10.1 with n = m = 1 , X= In and A = 0 to 
get In~ I ~ TT ~ and It~ I ~ cr ~ • 
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§ 11. Higher order inductive d~finitions, II. 
Recall from the introduction that w(g() = Sup{ I(!: ~ E R 
well-orders a subset of w), where 1~1 is the order type of the 
well-ordering ~. In this section we will be concerned with 
comparing the ordinals l n~ \, jr:~ I, 16~J, TT~, a~, w( n~), w( l:~) and 
w(~) when n,m > 0. We will prove theorems E,F and G of 
the introduction. 
11.1. Theorem. Let m,n > 0. 
(i) If m+n > 2 then r6nl m = w( t.~) • 
(ii) > 1 n~' > n TTm ~ w(En) m > 
l 6~+11 w(~) 
> f r:~ ! ~ a~ 2: w C n~) ~ 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Proof. 
(i) We first show that lt.~/ 2: w(t.~). Let { be a ~ well-
ordering of A c w. It suffices to find r E ~ such that 
/rj = 1 <t· Let 
f(X) = {x E A} Vz( z '{ x => z EX) J • 
As n > 0 r is clearly By induction on a. , rex.= ftc E A: I X~ <a.}. 
where lxt is the order type of x in the well-ordering <( • 
...... 
Hence ]r I = !'"'\ 1. 
We next show that w(~) ~ f~J . The technique here is 
implicit in [ 14] • Let r E 6~ and 
x E Q <=> x E r 00 & 1fY < x(y E r co => I yf =I / x/) • 
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Then Q is a univalent system of notations for the ordinals less 
than lrl . Let 
x ~ y <==> x,y E Q & lx/ < IYI • 
The _I is a well-ordering and l~l= t r t It suffices to show '\ . 
that 
-< is 
n 6m. 
For X c wX W let xk = (y: yXk}. If s c (J.) xw 
y c (J.) let ~(S,X,Y) <=> s is a (strict) well-ordering 
Y & l"k i. Y(Xk=¢) & \fk EY(Xk=LJ(r(X1 ): lSk}) & 
Vk,l E Y(k 1 1 => xk I x1 ) & r(l.J xk) .:: t__J xk . 
k<w k<w 
and 
of 
Then as m,n > 0 ~ is ~· Clearly ~(S,X,Y) if and 
only if s is a well-ordering of y of order type { rl such 
that xk = r l kls for k E Y, and xk = ¢ for k E Y. Hence 
if 
T(x,y) <=> x,y E r'OO· & jxt < lYI· 
then 
T ( x, y) <=> 3:S 3: X 3: Y [ i} ( S, X, Y) & V (X, x, y)] 
<==> VSVXVY[i}(S,X,Y) ==> ~(X,x,y)] 
Hence T is ~· But 
x E Q <=> T(x,x) & ify<x(T(y,y) => --s(T(y,x)& T(x,y))), 
so that Q is ~· As 
X -< y <=> X, y E Q & -, T ( y, X) , 
it follows that < is 6n m· 
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L:n CD (ii) (a) Let r1 be complete such that a ~ r 1 • m 
r 2 (x) = [a} for all X and let r = cr1 ,r2J. Then rE n b.m+1 Let 
and \rl =tr1\ + 1 = I L:~ \ + 1. Hence / n 1 ~+11 > IL:~f. 1 n \ \ nn 1 lb.m+1 1 > m 
is proved in the same way. 
(b) is just 10.5. For (c) let ~ be a ~well-ordering. 
Then there is a L:~ sentence ~ of a8p logically equivalent to 
( 1 ) rirflfkVl[k ~1 => f(k) < f( 1)] . 
Then A~~<==>>..~ \<1 and hence I< I is not L:~ reflecting. 
The proof that n~ ~ w(L:~) is similar to the above, interchanging 
~ and L:n m throughout and replacing (1) by 
13:.f.3:k'ifaVs[a < 13 => f(a) ~ f( s) <kJ • 
(d) is trivial. 
Remark. We do not know of any cases where equality holds in (c). 
n ' n • n n I nl' Note that nm,!; !llml < nm+ 1 • Thus Tim and Tim are not too far 
apart. Similarily for cr~ and I L:~ j • 
11.2. Theorem. lt.~l is not admissible. 
Proof. We shall use the following fact extracted from§ 7.10 of 
[ 19 J. 
;""'-
Proposition. There is a n1 1 relation J ~ W X W X lfJ(w) such that 
r is ll1 1 if and only if r - r -- n - [y:J(n,y,X)} for some n < w. 
11 • 3. Lemma~ If A is recursively inaccessible then 
<rn 
s. n < w& s < >..) is L:o on LA. . 1 
Proof. By 10.6, as each rn is n1 1 , 
( s. nn . s < )..) is L:o 1 on 
LA. for all n < w. But as rn is n1 1 uniformly in n, and the 
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proof of 10.6 is uniform, <rn ~: s < A.) may be seen to be 
LA uniformly in n giving the lemma. 
11.4. Lemma. \~~\ is a limit of admissibles. 
I:o 
1 on 
Proof. Then there is a r E ~ 1 1 such that a ~lrl. 
Let e(X) = g (X)U ((3,a): a Er(X)}, where ~ is as in 8.16. 
Then JYl= ?h ... 8 is a good notation system so that by the coding 
lemma }M~ is admissible. But as r < tBl it follows from 8.15 
-m 
that fr( ~ IMI. But / M/ = [e<l and, as r is 
and hence e<. Now let 
A (X) = 9 (X) U [ x: 9< (X) ,::X & x E w} • 
.$ 
1 ~ 1 , so is 9 
Then A is tl1 1 and l A I = I 9< I + 1. Hence I M I < 1 A 1 ~ l tl~ I , 
so that a.:::; I M I < I~~ I and I MJ is admissible proving the lemma. 
Note ~hat we have shown that I r I < I~ 1 ) for all r E 1 I 1 tl1 • 
We can now prove the theorem. Suppose that A = 1 ~1 j is 
admissible. Then by the previous lemma it is recursively in-
accessible and hence by lemma 11.3 (r n t;: n <til & s <A.) is on 
LA. Let f(n) = /rnl for n <til. Then f : til-> A is l-recur-
sive, as 
But A = I~~ ( = 
lity of A. .. 
Supjrnj = 
n<UJ' 
Sup f(n) , 
n<w 
contradicting the admissibi-
We conclude this section by showing that under very general 
conditions 1 g / =I \! B ). We also obtain a related spectrum result. 
If ;.oV 11.5. Definition. ~ is a class of inductive definitions then 
() i.) 
the spectrum sp( 0 ) of 0 is 
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11.6. Definition. A closed class g is first order closed if 
r E {~ implies that r 1 ,r2 E {3 where 
r 1 ( X ) = { e J ax { e } ( x) E r ( x ) } 
and 
r 2 (X) = {e!Vx (e}(x) E r(X)} 
11.7. Theorem. If 'e is first order closed then I e I i sp(l g ) 
(' 
and in particular /{[;I I /-. /i> !. 
As 
Note that the last inequality follows because J-.&J E sp(-, g). 
nn and ~n are easily seen to be first order closed for m m 
m,n > 0 we get 
11.8. Corollarx. If m,n > 0 then 
We turn to the proof of the theorem. Let 8 be first order 
closed. Then -,6 is also first order closed. Let r be . ., (f;-
complete and let 1:::. E It is sufficient to show that 
j~:::.l # !rl as lr/ = I• ~I . Let ®(X)= 
{(1,a) aEr(X)} 
u ((2,a,b) aE-J(X)&(4,b)EX ) 
<a 
u {(3,a,b) (6,a)E :1(X)&b%~:::.({x: (2,a,x) E -"1(X)})} 
u {(4,a) ax[(6,(6,x)) E -J(X)& (3,x,a)i Ji(X)]} 
U {a : a= (5)& Vx[x E !:::.([y: (4,y) E '](X)}) => (4,x)E :f'(X)]J 
U { ( 6 , a) a E -; (X) } • 
As --, @. is first order closed 
,..., 
9 E r ('f; • As it follows 
that @ is ·-, ~-complete and hence by theorem 8.14 
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Lemma 1. l rj = IMl. 
Lemma 2. For a. .::; I M \ , 
< 4, a) E M <=> 3: v [ 'V+ 3 <a. & a E 6 ( f y : < 4, y) E r-rv} ) • 
ex. . 
Proof. 
* (2 ,x,y) E M <=> 3: ~ < v. 
\) .. (2,x,y) E Gl(NA..) 
<=> 3: A < \1. (6,x) E MA..+ 1 & (4,y) E Mlxl 
Now 
( 6, x) E MA. <=>3: a < A. 
<=> 3: a < A.. X E N 
a 
<=> {x{+ 1 < A: • 
Hence, letting 
~_(a,a) <=>a E 6({y:(4,y) EM}), we have by ( ) , 
a 
(3~x,a)E Mv <=>·~A.< v. (6,x) EMA..& af/6([y:(2,x,y) EMA}) 
Hence 
<=>3:A. < v. (6,x) EMA.& a ,e'6((y:(6,x) EMA.& (4,y) EM)x!1) 
<=> ( 6, ( 6, x)) E Nv & r 'GQ( a, \xI ) • 
(4,a) E Ma. <=>3::>.. <a._3:x[(6,(6,x))Er.\& C3,:x:,a) i.M,.) 
<=> 3:A. <ct _3:x[(6,(6,.:x:)) E ~& [(6,(6,x)) ~ ~ v <Q.(a, tx\ )]] 
<=> 3: A. <a. 3: x[ I xf + 2 < A. & @..(a, I xI ) ] 
<=> 3: v [ v + 3 < a & ~(a, v)] (since a. .::; j r11 ) • 
Lemma 3. For a. .::; jM1 and i < 4 , (4,a) E M4a.+i <=> a E 6a.. 
In particular, 
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Proof: We use induction on a. 
(4,a) E M4 a.+i <=> 3:\1[\1+3 < 4a.+i & <Zl(a,v)] 
a. <=> a E /i • 
Since Jrj = jMl it suffices to prove: 
Lemma 4. J!i.J I jMj 
Proof. Suppose {n! = IMI =a. . We get a contradiction by 
showing fnl <a . Since a EM (6,a) EM & Jal+1 = l<6,a)) , 
a must be a limit ordinal and hence a. = 4a. • By definition of 
a , Iilia. ~ /ia. • Hence by Lemma 3 , 
Vx[xE 6({a: (4,a) EM])=> (4,x) EM] 
a a 
i • e • ( 5) E Ma: + 1 c M • Let 4 ~ + i = f ( 5 ) I < a. 
tion of M , 
By Lemma 3, 
~ f) Vx[x E 6(!::, ) => xE li:-'] , 
and hence I /i I .::; 13 < a: • 
Then by defini-
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Appendix. Proof of the Coding Lemma. 
§ A.1. Acceptable ordinal systems. 
We begin by discussing certain closure properties on systems 
11l and show that if 7Yl is a good notation system 9 then frL has 
these closure properties. 
A.1. Definition. Let ~nl = (M 9 l !> be any ordinal system and 
B ~ w • 111 is B-restricted ]!Oductive if there is a primitive 
recursive function p such that for every n E w 9 
(i) Vx[ [nl (x 9 B) E M] => p(n) E M & 
I p ( n) ! ~ sup [ ! [n }( x 9 B) I+ 1 x E w} 
(ii) p(n) E M => Vx[ [n}(x 9 B) E M] • 
p is called a B-restriced productive function for 171 
The closure condition (i) is analogous to the cmosure of in-
finite regular cardinals with respect to mappings from smaller 
ordinals. (ii) is a technical requirement which ensures that 
there are not extraneous notations in M • 
A.2. Definition, /1l is acceptable if there are recursive functions 
j 9 0 and a primitive recursive function p such that 
(i) 
then 
M < M 
-m 
and for 
is recursive in I vi 
~ 
a EM, if !j(a)! ~ ~ 
unifli.lrmly in a ; 
. .,.. ..... 
(ii) if a E M then /cn.p(a,n) 
productive function for /tl. 
is an 
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( iii ) a E lYI v b E M = > a fY) b E T-11 & inf { ! a I ~ ! b I } < I a (j) b ! • 
We say that -lYL is acceptable in terms of j ~ p~ (0 • 
We next show that there are functions j~ p, ~ such that 
if 111 is a good notation system and A is 'Yfl -good then 111A 
is acceptable in terms of j 9 p ~ 0J . 
A.3. Lemma. Let 1f1 = (JYI, I !> be a good notation system. If 
a E M then J(M!al) is recursive in Met for all et ~ Ia! + 2 , 
uniformly in a • 
Proof. Let a: > ! a I + 2 and let e be a recursive function such 
that 
if 
otherwise • 
Note that 1 f. lYI • It suffices to show there is a recursive 
function f such that for all x, x f. J(M!al) 
Now 
<=> f (a~x) E lYI . 
Ct 
<=> 
<=> 
<=> 
M!al 
Vt T · •(x,x~t) 
Vt[e(a,x)](t,M!a!) 
(1,a,e(a,x)) EM • 
a. 
= 
To show that fn_ satisfies A.2 (i) it remains to find a re-
cursive function j so that for all /(l-good A j : MA <m MA 
and for a E MA , I (a) I = ! a! + 2 . Let e 1 be a recursive func-
tion such that for all a,t [e 1 (a)](t,M! !) =a. 
I 0 I 
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Then for 1ll-good A 
a E MA -=> Vt [ e 1 (a)] ( t ~ M! 0 J ) = a E MA. 
-> ( 1 ~ 0 9 e 1 (a) ~ E MA. & I ( 1 9 0 9 e1( a) >I = I a I + 1 • 
Also a I. M A = > ( 1 9 0 9 e 1 ( a ) ) I M /, • ih us 1 e t 
j(a) = (1 9 0,e 1((1,o,e 1(a)))) • 
A. 4. Lemma. There are functions j 9 p.,~ such that if fr1. is a 
good notation system and A. is '71l-good 9 then '11'l. 'A is acceptable 
in terms of j, p,@ • 
Proof. It remains to find Q) and p • It is easy to see that 
a ©b = (2,a,b> has the desired property. To find p, let e 
be a primitive recursive function such that for any n and X c w 
the range of A.t[e(n)](t,X) equals [0} V the range of 
A.t. [n}(t 9 X) • Then for a E MA. , 
Vx[n}(x,M!a!) E MA. <=> 
and if Vx[n1(x,M!a!) E MA. then 
sup[! [n}(x 9 Mia!)!: x E~:J} = sup[! [e(n)](x,Mia!) l: x E c:J} • 
Thus it is easy to see that we can choose p(a,n) = (1,a,e(n)) • 
In view of Lemma A.4 ?to prove the Coding Lemma it suffices 
to prove the following: 
A. 5. Theorem. Let m = (M, !l) be acceptable in terms of g 9p' f.lJ • 
(i) 1M! E Ad( T'Yrt) 0 
' I 
' 
(ii) For every L:o-1 formula cp(v1, ••• ,vn) of LPCTnJ ' 
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there is a primitive recursive function h such that 
a 1 9 ••• ~an E M & I M II= cp ( ! a 1 I 9 ••• , I an. I) iff h ( a 1 , ••• , an) E M 
Furthermore h is completely determined by the functions j, p, 
@ , a member u 0 E M , and the formula cp • 
(iii) Let F be an ordinal function which is IM!-partial re-
curcive in TtYL Then there is a recursive function k such 
that for a 1 , ••• ,an EM, if F(!a1 l , ... ,jan!) is defined then 
k(a1 , ••• ,an) EM and F(!a1 !, ... ~!an!)~ jk(a1 , ••• ,an)! • 
(iv) X~ w is !M!-r.e. in T iff rYL x.::;:rnM. 
The remainder of the appendix is devoted to the proof of 
Theorem A. 5. Suppose ?11_ = <m,! l) is acceptable in terms of 
j, p )0 . Let u 0 E I>II and lu ! = 0 0 I • In Le~~as A. 6-16 below 
the reader should observe that the functions described are either 
independent of the particular acceptable system 'lyt or are com-
pletely determined by j' p ,@ and (In Lemma A.8 the 
choice of e is independent of 71l ; in Lemma A. 9 an index of h 
can be found as the value of a recursive function of the indices 
of the f., g. which is independent of ?n .. ) 
J_ ]_· 
A. 6. Lemma. There is a recursive function +M such that: 
(i) a EM & bEM _ ..... -/ a + M b EM & Ia +~~ bl > max [ l a ! , I b ! 1 
(ii) a +M b E M => a ,- M & b E M c . 
Proof. Let e be a recursive function such that 
if t = 0 
otherwise, 
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§ A. 2. ~yn_ -recursion. 
We next define a class of partial number-theoretic functions 
based on 1'n_ . These functions behave very much like the func-
tions partial recursive in the type 2 functional E of Kleene 
[ 9 ] ~ where for w f E w ~ 
0 if 3t [ f ( t) = 0 J ' 
E(f) = { 
1 otherwise • 
Using these functions we are able to carry out computations in-
volving 111 which are needed to show that !M! is admissible. 
The following definition by schemata of the predicate 
'YY\ ... [z} (x) ~ y parallels the corresponding definition by Kleene 
[ 9 ] of the partial recursive functionals of finite types. As 
described in [ 9 ] this definition by schemata may be viewed as 
a transfinite inductive definition. The essential difference 
here is that there are an infinite number of starting functions 
in the case so . Thus the characteristic function of each M (J.. 
for a. < !Ml is given outright . 
... 
In the following, X 
SO. a " . 111'(1 ) [,0 9 1,a)·, x 
0 
= { 
1 
s 1 • 
. 'r11 ... [(1 9 n)} (x) = x 1 +1 
"f)1 
s2. [(2,n,q>} (x) = q_ 
'li'i 
S3. ((3,n)} (x) = x 1 
S4. 
·rn 
[(4,n,a,b/} (x) 
... 
and y are abbreviations for x 1 , •• 
if X .- ]IT I ! c .~ a ' I , 
otherwise • 
for each a E Iv1 
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ryn. ·1Yl 
S5. { [(5,n+1,a,b~l (o,i) =(a} (i) 
. 1Yl .... Ttl 1h .... .... {(5,n+1 ,a,b: 1 (y+1 ,x) .::: (b} (y, {(5,n+1 ,a, b)} (y,x) ,x) 
S6. 
-+ -where x 1 is obtained from x by moving xk+ 1 to the front. 
ss. 
·'f)'J 
E(At. (a} '(t,i)) , 
where both sides are undefined if for the given 
is not total. 
sg. 
·'!'n 
{(9,n+m+1,m)} (z,x,y) 
'~'n 
{z} (x) 
Since we are defining only partial number-theoretic functions 
?11 . 
there is no S7 clause. {z} is called the 11l -J?artial recursive 
r z 1-Yrl function with index z • 1. is '1'Yt -recursive if it is every-
where defined. Note that if z is the index of an 'fn-partial 
recursive function, then (z) 1 is the number of variables of the 
function. It is easy to prove the standard theorems of recursive 
function theory with the exception of the normal form theorem. In 
particular the Kleene S-m-n theorem, the Kleene second recursion 
theorem and the theorem on definition by cases are proved exactly 
as in [ 9 ] . 
T·hus we have : 
A. 7. Lemma. For each m > 1 ~ There is a primitive recursion 
function Sm(z,y1 , •.. ,ym) such that if 
'Yfl-partial recursive function with index 
-function of x • 
f(y1, ••• ,ym,x) is an 
z then for each fixed 
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A. 8. Lemma. (Second recursion theorem). Given any ?/(_-partial 
recursive function f( z ,x) an integer e can be found such that 
1i2-+ _, [e} (x) ~ f(e~x) . 
A.9. Lemma. If f0 ~f 1 ,g0 ,g1 are 1'/l -partial recursive and 
rx~g0 (x) = o1 G rx:g 1 (x) = oJ = ~ 
then the function 
f f (x) if g (x) 0 h(x) 0 0 l f 1 (x) if g1 (x) 0 
is '1fl-partial recursive 
A. 10. Lemma. If f is 1JL -partial recursive~ then so is 
~y[f(x,y) ~ oJ • 
A.11. Remark. It is clear from scheme SO and the fact that the 
1rL -partial recursive functions are closed ~~der composition, pri-
mitive recursion and the ~-scheme, that each function partial re-
cursive in some Iv.I where 
a ' 
a < I M l , is /7}'1_ -partial recursive. 
It is convenient to deal vri -;:;h functions of just one variable. 
Let 
]j( ~'1{ 
[ z } [a] ~ ..,.tz 1 ( (a 0 ) , ••• , (a) ( z) 1_ 1 ) and 1 e t 
1 '{ [(z)a): [z1 [a] is defined} • The inductive definition de-D = 
scribed by schemata SO-S9 assomiates with each (z,a) E D an 
'})'1 (z) ordinal as follows. !<z,a/l = 0 if is 0,1,2, or 3 
-11/ 0 
that is if [z1 ((a)o, ••. ,(a)(z)1-1) is defined by one of SO-S3. 
_, 
(a)o, .•• ,(a)(z)1-1 In case S4, letting a = 9 
·171. 'fY rJn 1:11 ~yy; 711 [z}./(a) [b} ) '! -t -+ [b} [([c} [aJ,a>J [z} [a] = = ( [c} (a) ,a) -
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The cases S5, S6, and S9 are similar. For example in case S9, 
.. ·?n "Yt~t 01n /111 1 r _,_, 1 _,_, _, . {u. L(z,a,y;] = {u. z,a,y) = {z} (a) = {z} [a] 
/}1'1 ·1J'l I _,_,')1 I ! ( Thus let (u~(z,a,y; 1 = !(z,a), + 1 . 
tJil 1n .... Ttl ... {z} Ia] = {z1 (a) = E(A.t. {b} (t 9 a)) = 
for some b • In this case we define 
In case SS we have 
?l( 
E c ), t . £ b 1 c < t , a: 1 J ) 
I< , ,"n( z, a./ = _, ']l( sup [ I ( b, ( t, a)) ! + 1 : t E w} • 
The ordinal function 'nl f ! makes possible proofs by indue-
tion. The following lemma and corollary are a generalization of 
the fact that a function recursive in E is actually recursive 
in Oa. for some a. < w1 (where 0 is from Kleene [ 22 ]) . 
A.12. Lemma. There are recursive functions f and g such that 
(i) (z 9 a; E Il <=> g(z,a) E }~ 
(ii) If < z, a1 E :0 then for all X In {z1 ·r , {f(z,a)}(x~M!g(z,a)!) LaJ = . 
Proof. The recursive functions f and g are defined simultan-
eously by the Kleene second recursion theorem of ordinary recur-
sive function theory. (ii) and (i) in the direction => are then 
proven by induction on 1'(( !<z,a>l • (i) in the direction <= is 
proven by induction on lg(z,a)! . A rigorous proof would require 
an elaborate definition of f and g involving a number of aux-
iliary functions arising from applications of the S-m-n theorem 
of ordinary recursive function theory. Instead of this we give 
an informal description suppressing explicit reference to most of 
the auxiliary functions. We begin by assuming (z,a) E Il and 
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show in case Si how f(z 9 a) and g(z 9 a) must be defined in 
this case so that they satisfy (ii) and (i) in the direction =>. 
Then we show in S'i that if f(z 9 a) and g(z,a) are defined as 
in Si then g(z,a) E M implies (z~a> E :0 . The reader familiar 
with the second recursion theorem will have no trouble in showing 9 
if desired, that there actually exist such recursive functions f 
and g . 
Case SO. ( z 9 a) E :0 and 
--m 
[z} [a] = 
{t( 
{(0,1,(z) 2 )} ((a) 0 ) 
= { 0 if (a) 0 E M! ( z) 2 ! 9 
1 otherwise • 
Thus let g(z,a) = (z) 2 and choose f(z,a) so that for all x , 
r 0 if (a) 0 E m!(z),.,j , [f(z,a))(x,M!(z) !) = l · .:: 
· 2· 1 otherwise • 
Case 3'0. z = (0,1,(z) 2 ) and 
}11 . ··rn (z} [a]~ [(0 9 1(z) 2 >J ((a) 0 ) is defined by clause 
fini tion of [ } ·/}1 • 
Since (z) 2 E M9 
SO in the de-
The definition of f and g is trivial in cases 81-33, and 
easy in cases S5 9 S9. We consider in detail cases S8 and 34. 
Case SS. (z,a) E :0 and 
/}1/ '1J? _, 
[z} [a]= E(A.t.[b1 [(t,a)]) 
0 
= { 
1 
0 9 
otherwise 
vv-here b = ( z) 2 . By the induction hypothesis 5 
and for all t~ x 9 
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Since '7Jl is 0-restricted productive we can find u E M such 
that for all t , I jg(b~<t~a>)! < !u! . (More precisely u = p(09e) 
where for all t ~ [e1(t~M 1 1) = jg(b~(t,a)) • e of course de-
i 0 l 
pends on g, a and b.) Then by A.2, (i) , 
· (3) MlgCb,(t,a>)! ~t J(M!g(b,(t,a>)! 
~t M!u! ~t J(Mlu!) 
~t Mlj(u)! ' 
where these reducibilities are uniform in a, b~ t Then from 
(2), (3) we can find a v (depending on a, b) so that i'or all 
~nz .... 
(b} [(t~a)] = (v}(t,Miul) • 
·1n (4) E(A.t. [b} I<t,a)]) 
Then choose w so that 
1r. 
= 0 ~ .3t. (b} ([(t,a)] = 0 
¢:::'!;' 3t. (v}(t~Mfu!) = 0 
I I 
~ w E J(Mlu!) . 
Let g(z,a) = j(u) • Then choose f(z,a) so that for all x , 
if w E J(M!ul) 
otherwise . 
t ' 
It follows from (4) that f(z,a) satisfies the desired equation. 
Case S 1 8. z = (S,n,b) and g(z,a) E M • Since g(z,a) = j (u) 
j (u) E M . since j:M ~ M u E M . since u = p(O,e) E M we 
' ' 
have by A. 2 (ii), for all t [e)(t,Mr 1) = jg(b,<t,a>> r M 
' 
c 
:0 I 
and hence g(b,<t~a>) E M . Also by A.2 (i), (ii), for all t 
' 
jg(b,(t,a>) l < I jg(b,(t,a)) I < lui < l j(u) I = lg(z~a) l . 
Hence by the induction hypothesis 9 for all t , (b,(t,a)) E D 
t/!1 .... '1YI 1l? .... 
i.e. (b} [(t,a)] is defined. Hence (z} [a] ~ E(A.t. (b} [(t,a)]) 
is defined, i.e. (z,a) E D • 
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~m 
{z} [a] ~ S4. (x~a> E D and 
Let D=({c} [a],a). 
1n 'YY/ 
l<c,a>! 9 !(b,d)! < 
Then (c,a) E D and (b,d) E D , and 
Yr) 
l<z,a)l • By the induction hypothesis, 
g(c 9 a) E M and g(b,d) E M 9 
and for all X 9 
!fn (5) { c} [a] = {f(c,a) }(x,Mjg(c,a) I) 
' 
and 
rrn 1JJ {z} [a] = {b 1 [d] = {f(b,d) }(x,M!g(b 9d)!) 
Vle begin by showing how to choose g(z,a) so that g(z,a) E M 
and 
(6) I jg(c,a) 1 9 ! jg(b,d) I < !g(z,a) 1 • 
By we can find a u (depending on a, b, c) such that for every x, 
(7) jg(b,d) = jg(b,({f(c,a)}(x,Mig(c,a)!)9a~) 
= {u}(x,lVI!g(c,a) I) • 
By A. 2 ( i i ) 9 p ( g ( c 9 a) , u) E M and 
(8) jp(g(c,a) ,u) I > sup{! {u}(x 9M!g(c,a)!) I+ 1 : x E w} 
= !jg(b,d)J+1 
Let g(z 9a) = p(g(c,a),u) +lVI jg(c,a) . It is clear from (8) that 
g(z,a) satisfies (6). To find f(z,a) observe that by (6) and 
A.2 (i), 
(9) M!g(b~d)! ~t J(M!g(b,d)J) ~t Mlg(z,a)! 9 
uniformly in b,d ; and 
uniformly in c,a • From (5), (9) we can find v, w, y so that 
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for all x , 
/liZ 
(z} [a]= [f(b,d)}(x,MJg(b,d)J) 
= {v}(x 9 b,d,MJg(z,a)J) 
= [w}(x,b,{f(c,a)}(x,M!g(c,a)J),M!g(z,a)J) 
= (y}(x,M!g(zya) J) ' 
where w is obtained by eliminating d in the previous equation 
by referring back to the definition of d and then using (10), 
and y is obtained by using (10). Thus let f(z,a) = y • 
Case 8'4. z = (4,n,a,b) and g(z,a) EM • Since 
we have g(c,a),p(g(c,a),u) EM and !g(c,a)I,!P(g(c,a),u)! < Jg(z,a)J. 
1r(_ 
By the induction hypothesis, {c} [a] is defined. Also by (7), 
jg(b,d) = (u}(O,M!g(c,a)!) EM 
and hence g(b,d) EM and !g(b,d)! < Jp(g(c,a),u)! < !g(z,a)j • 
?tl.. 
Again by the induction hypothesis, (b} [d] is defined. Since 
:n~. JY/. rnz {z} [a] = (b} [d] , {z} [a] is defined. 
X c nw is said to be 1n -r.e. if X is the domain of an 
1~ -partial recursive function; X is 'Tn -Fecursi ve if the repre-
senting function of X is "/'fl -recursive. 
A.13. _Qorollarx. Let X c w • 
(i) X is 1'11-r.e. iff X< M " 
.,--m ' 
(ii) X is ·m-recursive iff X .<:t Ma. for some a. < lMI ; 
(iii) If h is /rn-partial rectiTsive there is a recursive 
_, 
function k such that for all a , 
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(iv) If h: w _, M and h is rrn -recursive, then 
sup[! h ( x) I : x E w} < I M! • 
Proof. (i) If X is 'Jn-r.e. then there is a z E w such that 
111 
n EX<==> (z} (n) is defined. So if g is as in lemma A.12. 
then n E X <==> g ( z, < n)) E M • 
Thus X < M • 
-m 
Now suppose h is a recursive function such that 
h : X < M and choose 
-m 
1ll '711. 
e so that [ e } { n) ~ [ ( 0 , 1 , h ( n) > } ( 0 ) • 
Then, 
n E X h(n) E JVI 
117 [<'0,1,h(n))} (0) is defined 
(eJ"l(n) is defined. 
Thus X is '71'{ -r. e. 
(ii) It follows from Remark A.11 that if X is recursive 
in M for some a. < I M! , then X is ~"ln -recursive. For the 
othera.direction it suffices to show that each total function (z(n 
is recursive in Ma. for some a. < !M! . By A.12., for all n , 
111 '/'Yl 
(11) (z} (n) = (z] [(n)] = (f(z,(n))}(O,M!g(z,(n))!). 
Choose e so that for all n, (e}(n,Miu 1) = jg(z,n) and let 
O' 
c=p(u0 ,e). Then cEM and !c!>!jg(z,n)l 
for all n • Hence for all 
n • Thus there is an e 1 such that for all n , 
(e1 Hn,Mlcl) = 
'1'11 Then from ( 11), [z} is recursive in IVI' 0 1 • l l 
uniformly in 
(iii) Let h = (z~, and k(a) = p(g(z,a), f(z,a)). 
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For h(a) E M , 'JY/ [z} [a] = h(a) EM hence by A.12 ~ g(z~a) EM 
and for all x , 
'71/ 
[z} [a] = [f(z,a) }(x,Mjg(z,a)! EM • 
( iv) Let k 
!h(x) I < lk(x) I . 
be as in (iii). Then for all x , k(x) EM and 
Choose e so that for all x , k(x) = [e}(x,Ml r). 
uol 
and for all x , !h(x) I < !k(x) I < !p(u0 ,e)! • 
§ A. 3. Selection. 
Using @) and the fact t.'V).at by SO every Ma. is /l7. -recur-
sive uniformly in a notation for a , guven a EM v b EM it is 
possible to decide ~r,n-recursively whether !a!~ lb! or lb! <!a!. 
(Recall that if a f_ M then Ia! = !M!.) More precisely: 
A.14. Lemma. There fu an 11£-partial recursive function d such 
that: 
(i) a EM & Ia! ~ !bJ ~ d(a,b) = 0 
(ii) lb! < Ia! => d(a,b) = 1 • 
Proof. Let k(x) = (0,1,x) and 
t"'(}1 (n? 
c if [kh(a,b)} (a) .::: 0 & {k(a)} (b) ~ 1 ' d(a,b) "' - rn [k(a) ~b) ::::: 0] if ( [kh ( a, b ) } '( a) ~ 0 G(; 
1?7 
v [lr ... h(a,b)} (a) ,...., 1 
- • 
Using A. 9 it is easy to see that d is 7fl -partial recursive. 
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Note that if 1 (a EM v bE M) then d(a, b) is not defined. If 
a E M & !al .:S lbl then h(a,b) E M and Ia! ~ I a <2l b I < I h( a, b) I ; 
b I u!al JYl and so [kh(a,b)} (a) = 0 & Hence '11:; E Mjh(a~ b)! & 
[k(a)} tb) = 1 • Thus d(a,b) = 0 . Similarly, if lbl < Ia! 
and either or then h(a,b) EM 
a I Mlh(a, b) I and hence by the definition of d , d(a,b) = 1 
The following argument is similar to Gandy's unpublished 
proof of the existence of selection functions associated with 
functionals of type 2. 
A.15. Lemma. There is an ~n7-partial recursive function v such 
that if A.t. [z](t) is total then 
]t[z}(t) E M => v(z) is defined & [z}(v(z)) E M • 
Proof. Let g be the recursive function of A.12 and let e be 
obtained from the second recursion theorem (Lemma A.S) so that 
( 12) 
')}{ [ 0 if [z }( t) E M 
[e} (t,z) .::: . ~ 
l [ e} ( t+ 1 , z) + 1 if d ( [ z }( t L g ( e , ( t+ 1 , z ) ) ) = 1 • 
e is found by using the recursion theorem in a manner similar 
to the proof of Kleene [ 9 ,XVI]. Let y be the least t such 
th~ [z}(t) E M ; equivalently, y is the least 
[e} (t,z) = 0 . We show by induction on x that 
t such that 
[e}~y-x,z)=x 
for 0 < x < y • This is true if x = 0 since in this case 
m - - -m 
[e} (y-x,z) = [el (y,z) = 0 = x • Suppose x > 0 • Then by the 
induction hypothesis [e~y-(x-1Lz) = x-1 . In particular, 
since [e]~y-(x-1),z) is defined, g(e,(y-(x-1),z>) EM. Since 
also [z}(y-x) I M, we have d([z}(y-x),g(e,<y-(x-1),z>)) = 1 • 
This implies by (12), 
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111 m. [ e J ( y-x, z) = [ e} ( y- ( x-1 ) , z) + 1 = ( x-1 ) + 1 = x • 
1fJ 
Setting x = y this gives (e} (O,z) = y • Thus it suffices to 
1)( 
let v(z) ~ (e} (O,z) . 
A.16. Corollary. Let Q ~ n+1w be 11(-r.e. Then there is an 
1n-partial recursive function AXvyQ(x,y) of n variables such 
that for all -+ X ' 
Proof. Let Q(x,y) ~ [z?1x,y) is defined. Then 
-+ m _, m Q(x,y) ~ (S (z~x)} (y) is defined 
Let e be a recursive function such that [e(x) }(y) = g(Sm(z,x),(y>). 
Then 
JyQ(x,y) ~ 3y[e(i) }(y) E M • 
Thus let vyQ(x,y) ~ de(x) . 
The following lemma summarises some of the properties of 
~-r.e. relations. 
17. Lemma. (i) If f is 1fl-partial recursive, then the relation 
f(x) = z is ~-r.e. 
(ii) If Q is ~-r.e., then the function 
f(x) "' 
: z if Q(x) , 
undefined otherwise 
is 1?1-partial recursive. 
(iii) The relations y E M & ! xI < I y I ; y E M & ! x 1 < I Y I , 
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y E M & I y l < i x I are 1Y( -r. e • 
(iv) The ~-r.e. relations are closed under conjunction, dis-
junction, universial and existential number quant~fication, and 
inverse images by 111-recursive functions. 
Proof. Suppose f is 71(-partial recursive. Let 
= { < 2 ' 1 ' 0 > if e(x,z) 
0 otherwise 
... ... 111 
X = Z , 
and g(x,z) ~ (e(f(x),z)} (0) Then g is 11{ -partial recursive 
and 
g(x,z) is defined~ e(f(x),z)) = <2,1,0) 
~ f(x) = z • 
To prove (ii) let Q(x)~/ g(x) is defined, and let f(x) ~ 
o.g(x) + z . To prove (iii) -vve have y E M & !x! < !Y!~((0,1,y)~x)=0; 
then use (i). The other relations in (iii) are handled similarly. 
To prove (iv) we consider just the cases of universal and exist-
ential quantification. Suppose Q(x~y) is 1Yl-r.e. By (ii) the 
function 
f(x,y) 
if is defined { 0 
undefined otherwise 
is ~(-partial recursive. Then 
VyQ(x,y) ~ Vy[f(x,y) is defined] 
~ E_(A.yf(x, y)) is defined • 
To treat existential quantification, let ... ~ m .... Q(x,y) (z} (x,y) is 
defined. Then by A.16 , 
3 yQ C x, y) ~ Q C x ~ vyQ ( x, y) ) 
'ln.... ... ~(z} (x,,JyQ(x,y)) is defined. 
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§ A4. Proof of Theorem A5. 
A.18. Lemma. There is a~ ?n -partial recursive fUnction g such 
Jrl .... 
that if z EM and [e} (u,x) is defined for each u E M!zl then 
,..,rz 
-o I -o 
I g ( e , z , x) I = sup [ l ( e } ( u, x) ! : u E lVI 1 z 1 } 
Proof. Let g(e,z,x) ~ vyQ(e,z,x,y) where 
Q(e~z,x,y) ~ y,z EM & VuE Mlzl[!(e?'tu,x)l ~ IYIJ 
& Vv E M!YI]u E MlzJC!v! ~ !(e:fl(u,x)IJ. 
A. 19. Lemma. For each ordinal function F primitive recursive 
in T 
'1ft there is an 1'}\ -partial recursive function hF such that 
if a1 ' . • • 'an E M then hF(a1, ••• ,an) E M and 
F ( I a 1 I ' • • • ' I an ! ) = J hF ( a 1 ' •• • ' an) I . 
Proof. We shall use the characterisation of the ordinal functions 
primitive recursive in Trt'11.. given by the following schemata (see 
r s J): 
r 0 if X E My (i) F(x,y) = 1. 1 otherwise 
(ii) F(x) = X. l 
(iii) F(x) = 0 
(iv) F(x) = X+1 
= {X if u<v (v) F(x,y,u,v) 
y otherwise • 
(vi) F(x,y) = G(x,H(x),y) 
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(vii) 
(viii) F(z,x) = G(sup F(u,x),z,x) 
u<z 
For (i) we first need an ?r/.-recursive function k such that 
jk(n) I = n for all n • Let k(O) = u 0 and 
k ( n + 1 ) ::: vy C y E M & I k ( n) ! < ! y I & if z [ I z ! < l y I = > I z I ~ ! k ( n) I ] . 
Then k has the desired property. Now in case (i) let !u1 I = 1 
and 
if a~ b E M & 3 n [ I k ( n) I = I xI & n E M 1 b 1 ]
if a, b E M & 3 n [ I k ( n) J = I x I & n f. M 1 b 1 
Now define hF in each remaining case as follows: 
(ii) hF(a) = ai 
(iii) hF(a) = u 0 
( i v) hF (a) ~ vy [a~ y E lVI & I a I < I y l & ¥ z Cfz t < l y I = > I z ! ~ I a I ] ] 
( v) hF ( a , b , c , d ) ~ vy [ c , d E M & ( I c I < I d I & y = a ) v ( I d I ~ I c I & y= b)] 
(vi) hF(a,B) ::: hG(a,hH(a),B) 
(vii) hF(a~b) ::: hG(hH(a),b) 
(viii) hF(a,b) ~ hG(g(e,a,b),a,b) , 
where g is from A.18 and e is chosen by the second recursion 
theorem for "m-recursion so that hF = { e }'/11. 
A.20. Lemma. (i) !M! is closed under functions primitive recur-
sive in T iffl. 
(ii) Let R cOn be primitive recursive in T1'Vl. Then 
{(a1 , ••• ,an): a 1 , ••• ,an EM & R(!a1 L!a2 !, ... ,!a11 !)} 
is 1'YL-r.e. 
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Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of A.19. 
Let A= [a1 P •• ,an): a 1 , ••• ,an EM & R(Ja1 1p••t !anJ)} and 
F be the representing function of R. Then using A.19 , 
Thus 
( a 1 , • • • , an) E A ~ a 1 , . • . , an E M & F ( I a 1 I , .. . . , J an I ) = 0 
~ a 1 , ••• , an E M & hF ( a 1 , ••• , an) E M1 • 
which is 111.. -r. e. using A. 17. 
A.21. Lemma (proof of A.5.1.). !Ml E Ad(T~. 
Proof. By theorem 3.7 it remains to show that if R c 3on is 
primitive recursive in T?1l' a < !MI and 
then there is a < A < IMI such that 
(14) Vx < AJY < AR(a,x,y) 
Suppose (13) holds. Let JcJ =a and f(x)::: vy[yEM & R(jcJ,JxJ,b"JJJ. 
Then f is 7rl. -partial recursive by A. 20. Let g be the 7fL-
recursive function defined by: g(O) = c and 
g(n+1) = vy[yEM & !g(n)! <JyJ & vxEMJg(n)l!f(x)!_slyJ]. 
Then Jg(n) I < !g(n+1) I and !xl < Jg(n)! => Ji(x) I ~ !g(n+1)! • 
Let A = sup Jg(n) I .a< A< IM! by A.13 (iv). We show that A 
n < 'l) 
satisfies ( 14). 
(15) Jx! < }, => 3nlx! < jg(n).! 
=> 3n!f(x) I < Jg(n)! 
=> lf(x) I < ), 
(14) then follows from (15) and the definition of f • 
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A.22. Lemma (proof of A.5. (ii)). If R s;: n!MI is IM!-r.e. 
in T1n then there is a primitive recrusive function h such 
that 
Proof. Let R be !M!-r.e. in TIYL. Then there is a primitive 
recursive relation S such that 
Let 
a"' 9" •• 9 a E M & R ( I a 1 !, ... , I an I ) } . 
• n 
Then 
It follows that A is 11l-r.e. Hence by A.13 there is a recur-
sive function h 1 such that A= h1 1 (nM) . It remains to find 
a primitive recursive h • By the S-m-n theorem fQr ordinary re-
cursive function theory there is a primitive recursive function 
such that, letting 
all X • Let h(a) 
and 
(a) c. A '-
a= a 190 .qa11 , [g(a)}(x,M!u0 !) = h 1 (a) for 
= p(u0 ,g(a)); then h is primitive recursive 
<=> h 1 (a) E M 
<=> Vx[[g(a)}(x,Miu0 !) E M 
<=> h(a) E M • 
Remark. The above proof is the only place where we use the fact 
that p is primiti~ recursive instead of just recursive. 
A.23. Lemma (proof of A.5. (iii)). Let F be !Mj-partial re-
cursive in Then there is a recursive function k such 
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that for a 1 ,.~.,an EM, if F(!a1 !, ... ~!an!) is defined then 
k ( a 1 , ••• , an ) E M and F ( l a 1 I , .. o ~ I an l ) .:S l k ( a 1 , • • • , an) I . 
Proof. By the normal form theorem relativised to T111_ , the 
graph of F is IM!-r.e. in T 1rL ; hence by A. 22. there is a 
recursive function h such that 
a 9 b E M & F ( I a 1 I ~ . . . ' [ an l ) = l b ! <= > h ( a 1 ' • • • ' an' b ) E M • 
Let f(a) ~ ,Jy[yEM & h(a1 , ••• ,an,y) EM]. Then f is 1JL-par-
tial recursive. Hence by A.13. there is a recursive function k 
such that 
Then for .... a E M 9 if F ( ! a 1 I ,. .. , I an l ) is defined 
F ( I a 1 I , . · • , I an l ) = lfCa) 1 ::jkCa) 1 • 
A.24. Lemma (proof of A.5. (iv). X c w is IMI-r.e. in T'Yf1 
iff X < M • 
-m 
Proof. M is IMI-r.e. in Tm since 
X < M , X is also IMI-r.e. 
-m 
Hence if 
n E M <= > 3 a. < I M I . T-n{ n, a.) .. 
in T?rl. Now suppose X 
is !MI-r.e. in T~nt' and let k be an 111-recursive function 
such that lk(n)l = n for all n (see the proof of A.19.). Then 
using A.22. there is a recursive function h such that 
n EX <==> lk(n)! EX 
<==> hk(n) E M • 
X is the inverse image of the 11'1-r.e. set M under the 117-re-
cursi ve function hk and hence is '1Jl-r. e. b~r A. 17 o ( i v). Hence 
X < M by A.13. (i). 
-m 
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Remarks. (i) The definition of an acceptable ordinal system 
differs slightly from that given in [ 15 ]. The requirement 
that j (called there g ) be a many-one reduction of M to M 
is necessary for the proof of A.12 and its omission was an over-
sight in [ 15 ]. The other chm1ge is the requirement that p 
be primitive recursive instead of recursive~ and as mentioned 
above this is only to ensure that the function h of A.5 is pri-
mitive recursive. 
(ii) A.5. (iii) is not used elsewhere but it appears to be of 
interest in its own right and its proof comes naturally from our 
construction. It was used in [ 15 ] in an earlier proof of some 
of our results but is not needed in our present formulation. 
(iii) The method we have used in lJroving the Coding Lemma is 
to utilize techniques from the well-developed theory of recursive 
functionals of type 2. In particular~ the crucial results needed 
about /ff?_-recursion, namely the boundedness theorem (A.13. (iv)), 
and theorem A.15 on the existence of selection functions are 
proved by standard methods from the theory of recursive functionals 
of type 2. On the other hand the theory of recursive functionals 
may be regarded as a part of the theory of inductive definitions. 
This suggests that an ultimately simpler and more elegant proof of 
the Coding Lemma in a more general setting can be provided within 
the 11 pure" theory of inductive definitions. 
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